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Kaleidoscope
'View the world through an optical kaleidoscope.

It does not contain colored fragments to

make its patterns, but focuses outside

objects through its lens, and
transforms them into kaleidoscopic

images. The pattern variety is

therefore inexhaustable, creating

quickly changing images that can
delight and surprise. Even the
most ordinary objects can

produce the most amazing patterns/'

Ray Bradley
DESIGNS
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Ms. Derah Myers
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The MILESTONES staff chooses to

dedicate this year's yearbook to a teacher

who exemplifies our theme - a teacher who
in her four years at Harpeth Hall has

provided a multi-faceted learning experience

for all her students. Much like a

kaleidoscope, she has the ability to

transform the ordinary, to delight and
surprise with inexhaustible variety. Her
intense love of art and literature, candidly

expressed in class, is contagious. In order to

strengthen her classes' identification with a

topic, she tells stories and draws parallels

between the topic and student experiences.

Her frank relation of personal experiences

and helpful nature make her an

approachable and respected advisor.

Notably, she makes a special effort to

continue the learning process outside of the

class room, suggesting interesting movies,

actively supporting Penstaff, and often going
out of her way to bring students material

about something in which they have
recently expressed an interest. For her
kindness, her insightfulness, her love of

teaching, and for everything that she does
for her students, we respectfully dedicate

MILESTONES 1991 to Ms. Derah C. Myers.
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Seniors

Becky Burke
President

Anna Gray Anderson
Vice President

Maury Ward
Secretary

Elizabeth Kraft

Treasurer

Marychar Creson
Sergeant-at-Arms

Megan Daniell

Chaplain

Dr. Art Echerd
Sponsor

Miss Carolyn Felkel

Sponsor

From left to right: Becky Burke, Maury Ward, Dr. Art Echerd, Elizabeth Kraft, Miss Carolyn Felkel,

Marychar Creson, Megan Daniell, Anna Gray Anderson.
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Seniors

Ann Blair Baughman

Josephine Saunders Bainbridge

Amy Louise Asbury
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Class of 1991

Elizabeth Porter Branham

Margaret Alison Brooks

Elinore Rebecca Burke
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Seniors

Megan Daniell

Millian McDonald Crook

Mary Charleen Creson
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Class of 1991

Donna Jean Driver

Mary Angeline Emery

Mary Carmen Englert
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Seniors

Emily Wendel Haynes

Caney Elizabeth Gunn

Janet Patterson Gardner
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Class of 1991

Kelly Ann Inman

Mary Catherine James

Sara Marguerite Johnson
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Seniors

Elena McCandless Langfitt

Helena Adeline Lamb

Katherine Ellyson Kuhn
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Class of 1991

Diane Elizabeth Miller

Rose Maria Morrissey

Susan Lynn Moulton
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Seniors

Victoria Lynn Preston

Laura Nicole Polk

Ellen McLain Petrie
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Class of 1991

Mary Price Russell

Tara Anne Scarlett

Melissa Martin Smith
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Seniors

Kimberly Anne Warren

Maury Owen Ward

Anjali Upadhyaya
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Meredith Weatherly Weigel

Sally Annette Westlake

Joanne Cliffe Wilt
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Senior Superlatives

Most Athletic: Alison Brooks Friendliest: Emily Haynes and Megan Daniel!
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Class of 1991

Most Talented: Amy Asbury Best All Around: Lillian Roe
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Anna Gray Anderson

Anna Gray: A.G.; Gray; Scud; Gitta; Biggin'

#lb. Eternal Flame: Let's stack 'em up
girls!"; "It's ok ya'll- he just has an
obsession with double names."; College

Trip 1990: "I didn't fall! Leigh pushed me!";
Hilton Head 1990- "How far is Worchester
College?"; "Where's teh flowery ..." "We
need a toy!"; "If we meet as many little

boys as we have little kids, we're set!"; Big

Girl Club; Ri Ri; "Caycel, let's go shoppin'!";

"Do we still have to be cheesy when we
get home?"; "Adin, what's that on the

table?" Hokem bakim bi! Adin, I love you
for always.; Mom, Dad, Sarah, and Walter-

Thanks for everything and I love you all.

Anna Gray.

Sherrelyn Anderson

"Have a mint!", go cuddle, magic mole,
special children, belly button, "Well, that

was a stupid thing to do!", Gooey,
sweetheart, hang loose, low "yeah", FOR,
Summertime Rolls, wolf-boy, road trip,

supple, In Your Eyes, dimple, Babes!?!, lima

bean toes, Days Inn, Week of Honeymoon,
perky, say "Hi", "Ding!", Wanger, shanas,

"see that kid with the hat?-Get 'im";

humming; "No, bouncing is what you do
when you go running"; "I'd buy you some
shoes!" Bob Marley; Warm Fuzzy; big boy
pants; Belle Meade Fall Fest; tube toes; Four
Lane Parkway; "I'm gonna be tardy!";

"Everything you want, and nothing you
don't"; "Not!!!"; "Smell this!" cutie; a year

and four months . . .
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Amy Asbury

Power rings; Search 124; Montreat;
Disneyworld '90; "It's swelling "; "huh";
muhnuhmuhnuh; "I'm a bean"; "whatever";

Armando's Eateria; "Times two minus one
read between the lines. "; "you,you, I

know you, I know."; "It's a ring!"; "I'm in

love again"; Mary Carmen, walk like a

horse!"; 3 burly men who like to chop
broccoli?; "Buck up little camper!"; "Kara-

where are you going?"; "Have a Jim Dandy
Day!"; "No, it's good!"; Perkins picnics, and
fudgyclubs; "GLEEK!"; "Plumpuffs cannot
minister to a mind diseased. "; Terminally

stranded; the gaptrap; "Mrs. Grissoms, Mrs.

Grissoms "; "It's a blustery day!";

aimless; startreckin'; "we were just looking

at the stars and . . "; "3 is an exaggeration-

don't flatter yourself"; "Daaahling"; "It's a

Brady Bunch Sunshine Day!"; "Hi Ho ";

"Moldy Wheat, Julia?"; "No more
extraneous singing, Laura, I gave it up for

Lent."; "Fluffy Bunnies"; "Do I smell

onions?"; "Do you speak Canadian?";

germs- the invisible dog; "Lucille . Sue
. Lucille . . . Sue . . Lucille . . .

WHAAT!";'Hey Em-RUN!"; amy2; "It's the

jillmeister making copies .
"; two long

miles in the freezing cold; "I'm really

confused"; Mc D's playground in the rain;

"Toodles!"; "Promise you won't forget me
ever. Even when I'm a hundred . . .

";

Mom, Dad, Julie, and all my friends, Thank

you for everything- I LOVE YOU!!!

Kati Asbury

Harding Academy Crew; Kaltiva; Lyle; Gavin;

Toby; Alii; Woodmont Park; Mope Man;
Out the window at Alva's; Omigod;the park

at 7 am with Lucy and the dandylions;

peachy; Ferris Buller's Day Off; Ziggyzen;

The Fort; Garage Raids; Led Zep; Good
Girls Go the Heaven, Bad Girls Go
Everywhere; Don Johnson; Polk-a-dot; Zoso;

Pretty Purple Po Plants; Suicide Notes;

Pebbles, Spikey, and Spaz; Boo; The Path;

F.I.U.; The Fairyhouse; Just Joshin'; Bob
Marley; Dude; Hey Man; Som'um; Anyway;
I mean Really; Uplift Party Mofo; She's a

brick house; Ernie; not; Hey now; Duh!!;

M(i)an; You're a freak; not me, no never;

I'm sayin'; Auburn; Jane says peace comes
from within; cozumel; Let's take a drive

down omohunduro; Meet me in the park in

the morning; Stay norml' Mr. Springman;

Jamaica '90; respsct; One love; One blood;

The Guys; The House; Dakota; Macadoo
Manor; Roller Skating in the Park; Grateful

Dead; Louisville '90; Atlanta '91; Hey Mr.

Wert, are you ready for your t-shirt; Hippie;

Sunshine Daydream; Crippled but free,

blind all the time that I was learning to see;

China Cat; Smiles for days; you know how it

goes when you can't feel your legs; nothin'

left to do but smile, smile, smile . what a

long strange trip it's been; C-ya.
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Jody Bainbridge

Sidestreet!; Teresa Ann; Rolling Stones
jacket on fire '89; Swan Ball night '89- I

am so sorry Bambi; Sea Island; Country
Hearth Inn; Q's Disco; I ran into a

detour sign; Eternal Flame- the puppy;
Blythewood; Washington '90; Pedro;
noodle; Woo-woo; Kath- well hello

Betty at 2 am; I fell off the roof and
broke the gutter; partywound at spoons;
Sus- I got you babe; Peking; Lis- I caught
a butterfly; Caney- a naked man is

chasing us!; Kristen- mental help at 4
a.m.; Pa!; Romeo; Tenay-don't drink out
of that coke can; Smoke House Lodge
Inn; Diane get yourpacifier; Cancun '91;

the flipflop and the sharkpit; Pepo;
Hose's hatchback; Calinda 2 for 1; animal
noises Grr ... ; Crook on the rocks;

Cynth, let's hitchhike; Tenay- Bobo and
Marcus; AT&T Queen; Hot Tubbin' after

Steeplechase; 12th and P; let's steal it,

but we don't need it; Christmas Dance
'89 1/4 V&G; Roberta Bubblebutt, Les
Angels; camping with noisy horses; the
Quelude; JT 9/2/90; raincoat; the c-

connection (Cooper and Cothren); 1,2,3,

Hoy!; a friend is someone who
understands your past, believes in your
future, and accepts you today just the
way you are. Thanks for everything

Mom, Dad, and Bill- I love you- Jody.

Ann Baughman

Like a barge through the mist; Thumper;
Don't mind me just pulling out the

trundel; How 'bout a blast from the

situation; wokkamowleeheep; wuz-e-

runk; the IQ of a toad; Egyptian night;

Maury we can throw things at them too;

hot and steamy breakfast weanie and Ms
Pac Mane; I didn't paint the woodwork;
that's so nonviolent; turn it down, it's

too fast; don't you hate it when you
read a book and you see the ballet and
the people don't dance like you want

them to; Salvador, we promise we didn't

drive the car through the window; Little

Red; You're a taggof Blane; I went to the

stoon; Hog's Breath; Firmer Breeze;

France 90, "To that!"; Peace Frog; BHH
LOOK; Gnap and spot the Purple Fly;

Susan J is Susan Jerry; Class of 91- I will

miss you all; Paul- I love you always;

Susan- you still don't exist; Becky-

you're still the coolest. Jer I know;
Mom- look- we survived; We laughed

until we had to cry, we smiled right

down to our last good bye, But through

it all we know we had it all, But only for

a moment; Love, Ann.
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Holly Binkley

Hollis; Bink; Rati; Bug; Baybeh; Tennis Camp
with Scrappy- Dan the Man; Reiny Heiny;
Destin '87-90- Let me guess . . . you are

from Memphis; I Never ... ; It's Jodiey;

The "Caribe", Call the tram guy;Sanibel-

Captiva '8/'-'90- Lemontree; UMAA; Gimme
My Money; Nico/Niche; "Way to Go
Craig"; NO Phil, Shawn was not a "Bobo";
Time Smime; Weeds; Choppin' Broccoli

Homecoming Nights; Kruk is making
friends; Ohh my yahm; Toaster Strudel;

Everything goes better with a little Kevin
Kenny; "Pray" at Richmond; Hey Liz, how
did you sleep last night?; Little Nee-Nee
and Little Suzie; Hot Dogs/ Steeplechase .

.

only?; Hariston, Yea-Rah, Rah-Yea; Mey-
er, Like is!; It's the Fleming Family Crest;

Walkin' to Sailmaker in snow; Where's
Tina?; Ney-Tay and Holland's excursions;

Ran, don't look but there's a . . . ; okay
Richard, have fun scuba diving; THE LAKE
(1,2,3,4) '90-'91; Molly and I can run a five

minute mile; I know my hands are freezing;

The girls at Branham's house before . . . ;

'The Four of Us"; IL YRHF; Good Luck, Tink;

Mom and Dad, thanks for believing in me
and standing behind me all the way. I could
not have made it without you!

Melissa Bledsoe

Sugar-pay homage! Petite one; 4-hs; I'm

spent, how about cheers?; Popov Van Halen

and Middle Dink mouses; I fight authority;

Elastic or fastened; fitted or full?; Je

voudrais un pizza avec . . . ; Baaby!; Elavator

face; The Tavvy; 1/3 free verse writer; Do it

on the line; Demonic forces evolving from

her head; Tanita; Blue Canvas; Possessed

Florabama waitresses; The baby; Velcro

shorts and elastic underwear; Greasy,

they're only 16; I know you; Damian II and
John- the Sigma Chi nightmare; Jazminka;

Kachina; Precious; I never; Buzz; Kapoosh;

I'm D, I'm B, I'm WWW; I love everyone at

this table; Righteous!; Montcrest; Calculator

fights; I'm in the mood; Poison summer; Bus

69; Painted Desert; Silver Anniversary; I

used to . . . You're being shaded; V-count

49%; Fisha!; Peachy keen; Tell her 6:30;

Church activity; Train; hand; trunk; Weevils

in the cereal; Excuzems; Rico Suave; I don't

even feel guilty; My mind like turned

around; Cardinal Puff; Cash's; Kiss this guy;

Armed and Dangerous; AGAD; Flirt w/H;
get anything; Hogsbreath; Back on the bus;

Earth, wind, and fire; Bacchus; Got a serious

head; F from the bumper; The six . . . I love

you all! Melissa.
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Allyson Bourke

Kathster, 1/2 Friend-o, "How do you
factor a fish?", 1/3 Avid Pagent Goer,
The Next Generation, Free- Write

Contests, Alvickland, 1/2 Normal People
Left on the Face of the Earth, Peter

Pop's Hotline, The Silver Tape, 'Lillian,

write something!", Lincoln Logger,

potato products, almost wearing the

sheet home, Lamby, 20 sticks, "Melissa,

you have make-up on!", Ultra Photo,

Bourkowitz, Mr. Paintbrush, Knoxed,
Rabbit Rings, Andre Agassi and beautiful

Children, "That girl is relentlesssl", Hot
Beef, Silly Putty Contests, Duke
sweatshirt, Yatzhee, "Em just stop!", Ugly

Satanic Thing, 1/2 Wanna-Be's, "Keep
your eyes on the . . . WAGON!", "Bunny
wanna cawot?", 1/2 S.A.A., coloring hair,

1/3 Ruby Tuesday's Goer, Junior Mints,

"Where is the Scrollmaster?", Waffle

House, "I forgot to turn off the stove!",

"Bottled Coke of Coke in a can?",

"Waaah Waaah," Pepper Alley, "Our
pizza ... is made . . . with ... 700% ...

mozeralla cheese ... " 1/2 Twin Peaks

Finatic, Best Pizza Ever, "I like pretzels,

you like pretzels, and we run the

paper.", "Wait, I thought Richaard Bach
only wrote Quotes!", Melted Soup bowl,

"Rick, I'll scratch that for you.", small

headed Mexican with a black hat, the

Bug that was purple- not blue, CARITAS!

Elizabeth Branham

Elizabeth; Sliz, Bran, Madeleine; So
Mean; Why you ditch me?; Jerome the

Wet Bar; Hey Kris, Let's Study!; Velvetta;

The Serville; Out Where the river flows;

You better be glad there is a bar

between us; Jump; Templeton; Do you
want to see Olympia by night?; Ava- get
him!; Jodi's Island; Steve-who?; It's Jody!;

Praying on the Tram; Billy Idol dance;
YMAA; Caribe; night swimming with

Susan and Tony; Let's go Froggin!;

Oranges at Sailmaker; Ohhh Holly!;

Gimme my money; Lemon tree; Politics;

I love Sanibel, Destin, and Cancun;
Thank you everyone, you are the best

friends ever; I love you Mom and Dad; I

will miss everyone!!!
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Alison Brooks

Word of the Week; Hey, you girl; Ultra-

Ultra Boy — Ultra Photo I; Scrunt Power;
Be Mean to Holly Mood; Wah-Waaaah!; Co-
Leader; I love Track Song; Beenie Weenie
Song; Random; Nada; Little red car, little

red car; Boys are puds; Peter Pops Hotline;

Don't talk to me about stress; Let's make a

U-turn; Mary is a photo nerd; Darkroom
paranoia; Falkster, Falkster; I'm a calc

student, I'm o.k.; Em Haynes rules;

Bourkster is the best; Hollywood — Dive-n-

Roll II; Hey Kateness; Yo, Yo Miss; Spring

Break Sign Language; CI Scooter Wreck;

Math Contest '91 — Mary's costume; I'm

not in a bad mood, I'm just tired; You are

my wife; Y107 Tookie Class — no not

Madonna.

Becky Burke

Reba; Boop; Brecky; Beckice; Rooster;

Shmeckly; Beckster; SFOHO; Duke;
Parkplay; Window shopping; I'm the still life

. . . Still the life of the party; Sources on
the wall; Going down Omahonduro; The B
Club; Bag it, Tag it, Sell it to the butcher in

the store; The Log; Constantinople; Are you
ready for a blast from the situation?;

Scorpio; Party Balcony; YES!! Onions,

Onions, Onions, it is!; The J-man; Excuse

me, what's in your jacket? — France '90; 33

Fairway Dunes; Bill the Cat; Lea's Summit;
Caymans '91 — Soren, sleeping on the

beach, Aerol, Ernest, Garfield, Pepperpot,

Fishtea, Island Rock, 10 seconds ... . ; BM;
. . . cause as much chaos and disruptions as

possible but don't let them take you alive!

— Sid Vicious ; Don't be afraid to show
your friends that you're hurt inside —
R.H.C.P.; D.J. Easy Pit and the Anti-Christ;

Can you see the angels dancing on the

head of this pin?; Parties at Kat's; The
Vette; Screamin' Creamer; Omen God; I'm

outta here and off to the Caymans . . . TO
THAT!
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Jane Campbell

Jethro; Sweet Screamin' Jane; Basement
parties; Nov. 21, 1988;

MJBNJCWWJWBL CCDBWPJBMWTMJGD-
HJRCCMSJBCTWCM TRDJWTFPTKD; Five

Fingers — wasn't too good, but I was feelin

real well; Purchase; Guidos. Kat: Night walk
— Pher's; Late basement nights; Red-faced;
I never . . . 240sx; Thick warm blood;
Paulie's parties; Jumelles; Love you Boo.
Mow: Ride from hell; Cynth: "If we get
there, not telling parents"; Another good-
bye to another good friend; Trip #1 —
Little men; Ethyl; Worrying is like a rocking
chair. Fleigh: Having Fitts; Cruise to dragon
park?; I'd rather be at Jim's; All my freak

friends I love you and I'm gonna miss you.

Jim: Oh,oh; Mr.Peeper; School night's out;

Weekend bedtime 12; 3 — Gash; Rashes on
Faces; Alligator's on Greg's ceiling; De-
evolution; Jim, Trey, Greg parties. Walker:

DSB. Ross: Ivanwho? Fred: Shot?!; Too cold
for Berks. Michael: Freak: Maybe someday
we'll learn. Campbell: Ert and Bernie. Bill,

Benton, Trey: Wanna brownie?; Coed
waterballet; Hear/see no evil; Ghandi.
Parents: that's the name of the game, I win.

"It's only gonna get wierder, so let's go on
with the show. . .

"

Lee Ann Campbell

-

"I love everyone at this table!"; 1/2

Dynamic Duo; Cavaliers; The caddy and the

Possum (I don't even feel guilty); Fromage
facile; The Tavy; Fish-A; Herbie the

Elf/Dentist; "Nice manners babe!"; Buzz;

Major babe; Florabama; Ole Yeller; Tying F.

to the bumper; Cardinal Puff; Bluegrass Inn

(This is a schmeeb); Bacchus; Widespread
panic at 5am and she still sleeps!; Elevator

Face; I never; "Basically"; "My Daddy's a

Sigma Chi .... "; Girls of 100 lists; "Oh, I

was just talking to myself"; Earth, Wind, anc
Fire; Poison Summer; MultiBob's; faces on
the tile; Experiences at 328; Fish takes a

nosedive; Babeola; Perkins at 6am —
prelude to a scream; Rico Suave; J.D.'s; U
Can't See Me Pappy; "We share the same
brain"; Hubby; Armed and Dangerous;

League of Nations while Sugar sings on
stage; Damian x 2; I'm D., I'm B., I'm

W.,W.,W.; Faison's (Molly, she doesn't work

here!); Emroiled in a gang war between the

Bloods and the Crips at Ole Miss; The Black

Sock; Senior Lunch with a twist; ; Mickey
D's; "Hi, I'm Meredith, and you can call my
mom. "; 24; Bonk, Bonk, Kapoosh; "They

may say those were the days, but for us

these are the days" — Love Y'all! Sugar.
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Courtenay Chilton

Myra, Wilt, Bran, Bink, Kruk, Cano, Kris,

Sumo, Cray, Smith, Weeds!; "Moult, I swear
you can't get out of this driveway"; Meyer
and the Depot; "It's time to laugh";

"Crookie, I couldn't have knocked down all

those shoes!"; "Time for the rubber gloves,

Myra"; "Get me out of here!"; "Toaster

Studel Bink!"; "Branham's before . .
.";

"No Bran, you cannot borrow my Clarins 18

or my Neutrogena Shampoo!"; "No really, I

love dirty cokes!"; Bainbridge, who's Bobo
and why does he want to dance?";

"Branham are you hungry?"; "Waffle

Housin'l"; Bubbs x 2; "1/11 FST — just a

bunch of ignorant students!"; 1/13 Cancun;
1/5 Bullet Every Night Club — Cayman
Islands. "; "Myer, no more gurgle, gurgle

splat!"; "Tall green d."; "Tuna!"; "Wilt, can

you imagine all the computer software in

this place?"; "Sujo, will we ever meet Bob
Pate in his maroon velvet jacket?";

"Diamond Doorknobs!"; "Crook on the

rocks."; "Crook, I believe you've mistaken

that crusty docksider for a teddy bear!";

"Destin — who go, no know!"; "Marcus!";

Thanks Will, for everything. I love you
Mom and Dad. "Yesterday's over my
shoulder . . so I can't look back too long.

There's just too much to see, waiting in

front of me." — Jimmy Buffet.

Marychar Creson

5ave the Whales!; Statue O' Libedy; Well,

who could it be.. ?; I totally agree . . . wait,

what did you say?; FDB Gen. Jack Sen. Year;

If I closed my eyes forever, would I be
considered legally blind?; Four lane

pahkway; You're just a girly man!; Could I

speak to Twaythie?; Congradulations! . .

You're welcome; Anj — my fellow younger;

Je voudrais un pizza avec mushrooms,
olives, and pepperoni; Nous mangeons a 7h

et nous nous couchons a 8h; Oh, maman 8h

30 s.v.p.; J'aime Bertrand!; Lullaby; We love

those itsy, bitsy . . . Beenie Weenies!; Ya so

S-T-O-U-P-D!; Gechyo buses back over

here!; ; Mrchr & Lv; Mvy favorite band is

Pfeter, Pfaul, and Mvary; Wudja say? —
Ohhh; Cantcha just go for a little while?; Ya

wanna go for a warm up lap?; Gimmie a

phap and a dahg; Mercher; Didn't we meet
last year at the penninsula club?; . . . and
3.4826 millimeters of a second; Cities in the

dust; JUMP!; He was so cute, and he had
the best leather jacket!; Gimme five . . . ee

er ee er; Doughnut man says we'll be fine;

That's really up her alley; Crete; Video

Disco!; "Moths touched by a flame repeat

their fatal game." — Siouxsie Sioux; "I am
sinking. So I trick myself, like everybody
else" — Robert Smith.
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Molly Crook

Crookie; Kruk; Saysel; Bubs; Crook on the

Rocks; Blowin' it out; We-kend-ely; The
Paragon and so on; Making memories; ssted

with the shrug of a shoulder; One smash;
The Junkahoo; 19 box?; Sailing with Myra;
Dusted, the Ole Heisman, yeah!; Church
clothes to a sandy bed; Shimmee; The
flowered couch; 23 in 18; The Houde — 3x
Hard; Like Late; Wilt's potato/vacuum duty;

The Blue Dodge; Electromax; Lost in

Georgetown; The Boot; 2 "B's" and 1 "0.";

latenight babytalk; strummin'; E-90; purple
dinosaurs to come; woo hoo; B-yull;

Whimpering in the shower; The Baby Bird;

warm baths, yet cold showers; Spain 1990;

Foodfights and latenights with Lissa; The
Bully; Taking a spin; Who's Yadaboo?;

"Cold."; doin' the jig; Bay-beh; Fire ants on
the Ranch; name game network; Little

Things; Oh, so mean; Kidnapped by the

Milktruck; Shoppin' with Gitta; The Biggin'

Club; It's Crook-Wilt Week!; Indoor WV
campouts with Sus; Zosorasaurases in the

texature; crusty docksiders and teddybears;

Rollerhead; hoop; Bonita's cakes; White
Spot Fries; GOMF — SAE House, UVA; put
to bed like Dogs; Moulton's Birthday Party

Trunk; The Wreck; Busting; For sale in the

Caymans; Four Little Devils; Dancing over

the sharkpit; Senor Frogs; El Chairel.

Megan Daniell

Benedict Arnold . . . who, me?; Biggen;

You're outta the club; Dames and the "B"
book; Buddy; Fish or friends . . . FISH!; I've

fallen and I can't get up; 1/11 FST; 50 mph
going backwards; Range Rover keys; Jose's;

Elmer and Bugs; What do you want . .

.

sympathy!; Ohhh, that's MacBeth; Renee for

bait; Dueling Banjos; Opra's; Rainbow Key
and "Kathy"; Red Neck; Motherball; bone
socks; Gretta; Elmer always 268.5%, you're

going down; Shelley, do you like swimming;
I love you Mom and Dad; I'm outta here

and college bound; Love you Babel; Scooter

from Hell. MOVE!!
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Mary C. Davie

The steps, exploring, fire. "Masterpieces"
— Oh Jane . . . Duh. Eek! a monster.
Rowing down the ole Mississip'. Platform

Limbo. I'm stuck! Come on muppet, let's

frolic. "Nanette". "Nightwatch" — best

stage fall. I am NOT wearing this. "One
Acts". "The Dining Room" — Tiller! stop

dropping my head please. 5-Alive. Jasmine.

Flesh pile at the foot of the steps. Glow in

the dark stars. Best cast party. Sheet
dancing, stories. Photo nerd. Slide shows.

AL! Jane, Mabel, Helga, Denise, Christen,

Mother, Winkie, Old lady, Meg. Davie C.

Mary. To my best friend, Thank You.

Missy Derryberry

The good part is, I will never have to watch
"All My Children" ever again. Inspired by
the words of Happy Harry . . . Now I get to

think up something good to do for the rest

of my life.
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Dawn Downey
Do Re Me Fa So La Te Do; I know; You'll

have to talk to Twathie; Dummies in the

bed; How 'bout those Mets?; Can't ya just

go for a little while?; Achoo excuse me I'm

allergic; Paddle boating in the sand;

Crabbing in Annapolis; ooh baby!; Davis

Kidd; Oh, when I look into his eyes . . .

Now which one are you talking about?;

Super Mario 3; Woodmont Park; P. Patrol,

Dead dead deadski; Oh, I guess that was a

little too direct; Wudja say? Ohhhh!; I

wanna play with you; hot tubbing; E-

limination; BB&C; Watch out for skunks;

Yol; When the road rises with you; You
to race?; Murfreesboro; Just bricks in

the Wall; Daytona 112 $1.50; Faces of

Reality.

Donna Driver

"/ never thought I would do that!"; Friday,

January 23, 1990; "Have a mint"; "I've never

been called a lady before"; Days Inn; March
2, 1990; Cringe, Rabbit Kiss; Cakewalk; Ultra

Violet; Rio Bravo- Quesadillas; "What are

you thinking?"; "in brail it says 7 love you!'

"; Say Anything, Stealing Home; 10:10; "Are
you sure it says 3:30!?!"; "Go make another

batch"; SOT Beach; Panama City Road Trip!;

"You know — the movie where that guy
skips school."; New Orleans; Top 7 May 8,

1991; 4th period soaps; "I think the Senior

House ate my English book; Smashball;

Smell this; "We visit this world for only a

moment, and that moment is known as life.

During this time, we learn about laughter

but also of tears. We find more questions

than we do answers. We experience the joy

of new arrivals, and feel the sadness of

loved ones' departures . So we must try to

live every second for oh, so quickly our

moment is gone." — Javan; "As youth we
stand together. The future says, "stand

apart." Situation comes between us, but

you are in my heart. " — Michelle Dyer.

Live it up — Deej.
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Angie Emery

"Life is to be fortified by many friendships.

To love, and to be loved, is the greatest

happiness of existence.

"

Always remember that "90 percent of

success is showing up" and that "Chance
favors the prepared mind.

"

"I will be the gladdest thing under the sun.

I will touch a hundred flowers and not pick

one. I will look at cliffs and clouds with

quiet eyes, watch the wind blow down the

grass, and the grass rise. And when lights

begin to show up from the town, I will

mark which must be mine, and then start

down!"
— Edna St. Vincent Millay

To my parents: I love you. Thanks for

providing the best of everything.

To my teachers: Sincere thanks for a wealth
of knowledge.
To the Class of 1991: I will miss you all.

Close friends or not there is something
special that I'll remember about each of
you.

In life "Try to be one of the people on
whom nothing is lost" and definitely,

definitely "Follow your bliss."

— Angie

Mary Carmen Englert

Meredith Caramel!; Mary Crammin!;
Giggles!; Eh?; "Bill don't breath on me!";

Me-camen; "Bill you're sick, here is your
lunch outside the door!"; "Mommy, Bill is

going to hit the house!"; "Mommmmy!";
"My mother pays you good money to make
me a grilled cheese!"; The world class

shopper; 30 minute showers and 4 towels;

Mud football; "Mary, I have never gotten

this dirty!"; Picnic on the golfcourse;

Sunday Night Dinners at Shoney's; Canoeing
on the Buffalo River — "We're heading for

a tree!"; Mission Trips; "M.C go to sleep"!;

"Frosh!"; "Going to Altoona . . . Altoona, I

don't think so!"; Lean on me; Dance till

Dawn; Summer Lights '90; Volleyball — law
students in Sanibel '89!"; "Bon -Jour . .

.

Bon-Jour"; "Driving on the median!"; "Run
your own race"; "He is not for me!";
"Everybody's got a seed 2 sow"; Canadians;

The Almond Tree; My Blue Boat; Groove is

in the heart!; "Now you girls be careful!";

"Paranoia"; "Carried on Away"; 22;

Tinkerbell; "Silly Goose"; "M.C. have you
had eight glasses of water!"; "Pretty

Women"; "The Two Flapper Girls"; To the
Kaminski — Thanks for the special

memories!; Love ya Mommy & Joe & Bill &
Daddy!; Thanks be to God for His

faithfulness and Love!; "With God nothing is

impossible!"
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Kathy Falk

Kathster; Pet-it; Agent K; Rooster; Hitch;

Dumb; Buddy; Table; Friend-o; the

Foursome; Twin Peaks fanatic; wanna-be;
1/3 avid Miss Tn pageant goer; 1/3 original

swinger; 1/13 NEXT GENERATION; Alster!

Alsterl; FOB — Gen Jack — Senior Yr.;

NWWTC; Yahtzee? I love that game!; Is this

the issue we're working on now?; Fried

Provolone; Laurin, Dan!; Em, just go to

prom!; My life is a series of missed
opportunities; Allyson, I think we're the

only normal people left in the world; Do
Mexicans tye-dye?; Perfect Day '89 — What
a disaster; Lillian, don't go down to the

basement!; Ruby Tuesday waiters; Hey, you
girl!; Angie, let's strap the party sub to the

top; What? Sara's in Monteagle?; The bug
that was BLUE, not PURPLE!; Lissa, my
Breakfast Club friend; 20 sticks; I need some
pep; Ugly Satanic thing; Move!; I had to get
rid of them — they were smiling too

much!; Couple of nuts; I forgot to turn off

the stove!; What's new, gnu?; Lissa — does
he know?; CAYMANS '91; Alison, sing

"Under the Sea"!; 3-wheelin'; To God, my
family, and my friends — I love you!; There
is no ending to what you're beginning . . .

CARITAS!

Meredith Fidler

I'm D, I'm B, I'm WWW!; Shmeeb, I never,

Cardinal Puff, Kapoosh Baloup — Whatever;
Armed and Dangerous — The Tavvy;

Bubble — no kiss! Nightblindness between
gravestones — JB & MD Summer Lights '88

& '90 — The Hermitage — BECAUSE
THERE WAS A SNAKE! — Shank him! —
I'm sorry, but you are so incredible; T —
please slow it down to 90 — Buttermilk

Biscuits — WAFA!; INXS Aug. 31, '88;

R.E.M. Mar. 31, '89; Vicki — Is that ICE?!

Hey Judy — Looks like rain . . . ; Oceana —
Don't spill it! — Party in the parking garage
— Peach Festival — Strawberry Fields —
slice — haze (purple?!); Excuse me while I

kiss this guy; Poison Summer; Lee Ann —
Are you ready YET? Destin '91 : DUDE!
Baccus, Rico Suave, Showtime, Mr. DJ —
she dogged me — Cash's — Rob Lowe —
Hi my name is Meredith and you can call

my mom. I love you all — GOOD LUCK!!
To the Senior class of 1991: May all of your
dreams bloom like daisies in the sun, and
may you not stop running — not until your
race is won, and may you always have blue

skies.
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Leigh Fitts

We visit this world for only a moment
and that moment is known as life. During

learn about laughter, but also

of tears. We find more questions than we
do answers. We experience the joy of new
arrivals and feel the sadness of loved ones'

departures. So we must try to live every
second, for oh, so quickly our moment is

gone. — Javan. . . You know that nothing

change what we have always been
and will always be to each other. — FDR. I

love you all and I will miss you.

Janet Gardner

Ganet; Lowly Worm fan club; Ultra Photo I;

Awanita '90; Winterim '91 at CPC; Bootie

Line; Spring Break — Daytona '89;

Random?!; Dumb Luck groupie; Carrie my
clogging partner; Here fishy, fishy, FISHY;

they're not stolen . . . they're put away;

Alliance staff — thanks; Galatians 2:20;

Shade and company — Love ya; Freedom is

not found in what we want to do, it is the

power to do what is right; Hey, Hey John;

No-hee; Thanks Farmer Phil; And Leon's

getting LAARRRGERI; I am scrollmaster,

have you seen my lone column?; Weebles
wobble but they don't fall down; Hey Lang,

let's break out the Rod Stewart; Carol; Hey
Em, let's sit on the front row!; OOOHH
NOOO, it's Mr. Bill; Hola Norma ... she

didn't speak to me!; Yes, I'm Presbyterian,

O.K.?!; Pop-up dweeb; Bono and the

Monkeys; Whaddya want . .. a cookie?;

What's new Gnu?; I tell you this that you
might have peace in your hearts, in this

world you will have many troubles, but take

heart I have overcome the world. John
16:33; He is no fool who gives what he
cannot keep, to gain what he cannot lose.;

Thanks Mom, Dad and Jim for all your love

and support, I love you!
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Caney Gunn

/ wasn't looking too good but I was feelin

real well; Whe aa de Seveaast; It starts with
a T and ends with a T and in the middle is

a R-U-SS; I have never and I never will . .

.

hold on just a second; V-E-R-N; Geek move
#563; Little Susie and Little Nene; Cancun
1991; Hey little man; The black tongue;
Paco; Hoying on the beach; Let's go
hoggin'; L.K. (Bobby Slate); This place looks
like a basement; Let's just ride the little

moto; She just gets in these moods where
she hits me; Veruka — / want it now!; Tall

green d.; Are you lost mam?; Hey Liz, I

kinda want some chili; Ohh Yo; Washington
1990!; Hey Benny look at that little man on
the dock

. . . ohh sooo cute; Caney, did
you just say 'Rock Me Amadeus'?; Dance
Concert; Everything goes better with little

Kevin Kinney; Who gets the little tent?; We
want that turtle Benny . . . go get it now;
French Fry and Onion Ring; This goes in

our little trust thing; Sunporch; Camping
out at Aunt Jenny's farm; I love you JBL —
more; Thanks for everything Mom, Dad,
James, John, and the class of 1991! Caney.

Emily Haynes

/«

Lil' Em Haynes; Emster; Spem; 1/3 original

swinger; whatever!; random; just throwin' it

out; Kath and I — cryin' at DuBose; Perfect

Day 1989 — what a disaster; the happy
walk; Kath — just go to prom!; Sara —
we're close . . .; Loves!; Allyson — just

stop!; 1/13 Next Generation; HI' green car;

Al — let's make a u-turn; Ultra Photo I;

three-wheelin'; California Girl; Happening
29 — love, joy, peace in Christ; just a

penny for your thoughts; BCB — cool

beans rules; Shine On!; CARITAS; "The joy

of the Lord is your strength"; "But once I

had brains and a heart also, so having tried

them both, I should much rather have a

heart" — The Wizard of Oz; Peace be with

you. Love, Emily.
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Alva Herbert

Gavin; Achoo, Excuse me, I'm allergic!;

Chipping; Crown Royal; Fights with Mike;

AL and Betty; L V and MRCHR; My favorite

band is Pfeter, Pfaul, Mvary; Tangy Taffy;

Dandy Jim's; Blue Slushis; Give me a

Twizzler! ; Hiding behind the bed;

Woodmont Park; Garage Raids; Hey, that's

my car; Do Re Me Fa So La Ti;

Murfreesboro; Pool across the street;

Hiyeel; Psychos in Circles; 7 a.m. at the park

with Lucy and the Dandelions; KA Cleaning;

The Fort.
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Chs '88- '89-Quiche, SP8, Buddy; January

23, '90; Merri-Mac-Fro knows; Ressidue; J.

Taylor '90; Greece/Italy '91 — Hercules,

Deannie, "Jump!", Malta; I'm Free! —
Soupdragons; Indigo Girls '91; Cannery —
"Donna, open the door", "Sorry about your

shoes Sherrelyn", Scuba Megan; The voyage

of the best ships is a zigzag line of a

hundred tacks.; Doona; Top 7 March 8,

1991 — "Donna, why the permagrin?";

Caymans '91 — the next generation,

Holiday, Lone Star, Airport Dude, Scooter,

Accident Black Spot, Harvard Senior, Feelin'

hot hot hot; "I'd rather laugh with the

sinners than cry with the saints. The sinners

are much more fun!!"; Scooter
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Laurin Howell

Hey Lillian, My house + your car =

Trouble!! Never say SEVERAL again & don't

wear those Birkenstocks, please! The Pied
Piper. PPD's. Bootie! Hey (insert name),

what do you want, what is it? Sandwiches
on Sundays = Bad News for John Dunk.
Hey PT Ski Buddy Buddy Brownie Buddy!
Sarah, My Favorite Hug! BIG GIRLS! B
Gray Gray! Crooh! Megan, that's MacBeth!
The foursome. Judith, are you a THAD?
Hey New Yorkers, maybe I could have a

bite of that. Wally! Friends or Fishes?!

Caymans '91. Hey Loves! Kathy, DAN!
Montreat '89/90, & '91. The Possey . . .

Emily Childers . . . Those times were the

best!!

Kelly Ann Inman

In uniform? me? never! The Harding Gang;

Violent Femmes; Pebbles; Spikey Baby;

Spaz; Hillsboro; Sunshine; Father

Ryan;making tie-dyes at Joe's; puke-green
Audi; Elliston; Dragon Park; A.A.; H.H. part

2; the path; Dakota; MacAdoo; going to the

house? the family; fiu; Penstaff; the farm;

Auburn; The Dead: Lou., D.C., Atlanta;

travelling petri-dish; dessert tour of the

South, sui suique, En vino Veritas; killer; hey

mon; yuppie mobile; park play; one love;

meditation room; Davis Kidd; always and
forevermore; X; M.B; J.O.; D.G.; C.Y.; C.S.;

L.S.; B.D.; Ryan Leigh, ya gotta love it!

Bahamas; Caymans; College of Charleston;

Peace; Eartha; To be great is to be
misunderstood; Cambridge ladies; I'm outa

here! NEVER LOSE YOUR SOUL; k.a. inman;

what a long strange trip it's been! Bid

Farewell, we'll meet again.
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Mary Catherine James

Young M.C., BUST A Move, M.C Hammer
Time, LUCKY STRIKE, Low Ri Der, cop car,

squad car, the boat, HOLA HANET . SHE
SPOKE TO ME., Puppet Girl, Farm Girl, Oh
MAN, What a bunch of seekos, So A was
Daisy flat? PEOPLE all over the world watch
Soul Train with Don Cornelius, Showbiz,
The Continentals, Circus at Dawn, IT

SHOULD HAVE BEEN LARRY AND THE
SUPPORT GROUP, NEAT! Frosty root beer,

Ed Grimely is better than the Simpsons, Big

Lots, pizza cutter, Mr. R.E.M., uh oh
bumpity bump, Hey Vick, it's a Sunbird
Debbie Monster, U. T. trip, pull over it's the

bowling outlet, fun size, Ella Gurus, FREE
FOOD! the Ferrari, Alamo Rd., Tara punk,
Beaker's red stuff, Spike the dinosaur the

front or the back of the car Vick? Bandy
Band, put put at Uncle Budles Budels, let's

ride Kick Boodie. I have to shallack my
driveway now, and then, I have to bushhog
my yard, so Molly, how's Stephen ? Vick 's

scary driving stories, Mol — 4 pieces of

toast compliments of Devin, Poo's guide to

good lovin', Destin, Gulf Shores, NORMA.
Model UN, Youth Legislature, FRO,
WHITEBLUFF, TN, YIG Secretary, Big Dave
at 12th and Porter, making paper airplanes

at Elliston Square, It's like so wierd! Odd.
Forget the birds guys can't fly; one legged
bird; the prize in the Froot Loops was a

petraiied frog. I'm dancin' with myself.

THANKS MOM AND DAD FOR 7 GREAT
YEARS. LOVE, MARY CATHERINE.

Sara Johnson

We're close. Let's bond. Lucky strikes again.

I'm SO h.o. The freaks come out at night.

Hey, let's go to the H.I, pay the C.I., and
take care of our S.I. Is there something
cheesy going on over there? I have to spit!

Renden — best place for romance.
Throbbin'. WATCH OUT!!! PT Fests. Get it,

girl! Hi Jeff, remember us ? Eduardo, is it

true everything's bigger in Texas? Welcome
to the Hotel Johnson! Potato products. Yer

so bad! Krystal's. I like you, Sara. THE
parking lot. Janie's got a gun. Fearsome
Foursome. One Flew Over the Coo-coo's
nest pyramid. I melt with you. The Bobster
and the Spence — but it was Saturday

night; I guess that makes it alright. It's the

cheese sauce that makes her taste so good.
Cheese Ball. Summer of '69; I'll just be up
here in the front seat by myself. Dance . . .

now we're silent. Mom, can you spot me a

fiver? S.B.'s. Lamby. Brian-Ryan? Darlin',

Don't evah take a southern woman for

granted. Caymans — last night I dreampt of

San Pedro! Louisville '90 and Trippin' Dave.

It Happened. The cafie! Takie-Outie. Pl&ll.

Girl, you are healthy! A WWW! I luff it!!!
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Susan Joyner

Sujo, Zeus, Nasus, Goosey, Sus, Eeet is

Nuthing! You are too bad. Ruprick is not
too bad, "Did I pass Drivin' Instructor?"

The Black Sock. UMAA, Reiney Heiney. My
Little EPB. Sanibel '85-'90. Bob Pate and
Diamond Doorknobs. Tennis with Scrappy.

"There's the Granola Liz!" Brecky, Theresa

Ann. Hmm-Hmm Himm. "I'm the mommy
and I don't care!" Senior Lunch with a

twist. Q Doggie. Camping with Jods, Q,
Rupert and the cows! Weesie. But that's

Will's Pappy. Firmer Breeze. I went to the

Stoon. I never. "Pack 'em up and send 'em
home. " joe the Hoe. Tummie. Mudd Island

with my Plane Buddy. "Ann, that's not a

cop it's a car wash man." Harley D.,

Wokkamoly and yips. Smoke House Lodge,

"you can just put it down and think about
it." You're just scared. "Ann, your cat

doesn't exist." You're a taggot Blaine. You
are frightened! "Hog's Breath is better than

Robert's problem!" Egyptian Nights. I got
you babe. U can't see me Pappy! Sue, come
back to bed! Mattrice. Rauol. Alright! "Isn't

Neil Young cute?" Isn't this what dreams
are made of? Goodbye. I will never forget

what I've learned from y'all.

Kristen Kneeland

Kristen; Silver Dollars; Kris; Harist; Knee;
Balli; Dimples; 1/13 Cancun; "jodi and
Elizabeth K., I want you to meet my friend

Fang."; Eternal Flame — Stack 'Em Up; Roli;

No lie — naw man — Call me; SJH;

"Elizabeth, do you want to 'study' for our

English exam?"; "Politics" — the cat.;

"Tricia, let's hide in those trash cans!"; Aw
— Eh; "Tracey, I know he fell, but I'm

pretending I didn't see him!"; "Lydia —AT
LEAST"; Young Love; Cheers Night — "You
all haven't kissed yet?"; Angel-ding; "I am
not defensive!"; "J.K., you are so frustrating,

so I'll have to let you go."; "Anna Gray,

Lissa, and I scored some brother"; Let the

good times role in Smithville; "Holly, I got

stung by a wasp!"; "Ann, take me back to

Rydell High"; The Optional Show Day;

Thanks Mom and Dad. "Far better is it to

dare mighty things to winglorious triumphs,

even though checkered by failure, than to

take rank with those poor spirits who
neither enjoy much nor suffer much,
because they live in the gray twilight that

knows not victory nor defeat. " — Theodore
Roosevelt
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Elizabeth Kraft

Kraft, it's the cheesiest; It's the cheese
sauce that makes her taste so good; Dixie;

UTI and UTII; Campus Inn and Dan the

man; TANG FEST; Jamie and the 10 speed;
M. Parker; Brooks jr.; Bathroom anyone?
NO!; Janie's got a gun; the tri-B; X-mas
came early this year; lemon-drop Eddie;

Let's bond; Statue of Liberty; Over there?;

Bruce and Generic; to get tan, tan, tan; Bye
Bye Birdie; the freaks come out at night;

the tub; I'm SO HO; Boys of Summer; Life's

full of tough decisions — isn't it?;

apartment; that night never happened;
Rendens; We shared the Bobster and the

Spence WAAAAH; FFFFFTTH; like being the

key word; Alex; SI; Is there something
cheesy going on?; Krystals; Chaita; I'm so

proud to be your Miss Teen Tn.; She can

read lips; I'm appealing to ethnics; can I

scratch that for you, Rick?; GOLF; Andois;

Chip and Dale; Mr. Paintbrush; Chance;
Smitten; Jonah and the Whale; Dance —
now we're silent; the Catherine Motel;
toddly woddly; Fab Fabian; keep your eye
on the wagon; Guinevere was wierd; what's

yer name good-lookin'; it was Saturday
night I guess that makes it all right;

barefeet, barefeet; Ruben Gomez and
Hector; what's the score; FANG; the

fearsome foursome; I melt with you; Darlin'

don't ever take a Southern woman for

granted.

Katherine Kuhn

Kuhndog; Pixie; Gnome; Sprite; Ghandi is at

the door; Benton, God rest his soul; Bye,

Bye, Jane's brain is fried; I never . . . 240SX;

I picked her up at McD's; Midnight walk to

Pher's; Jane's basement visits; Supples; 3

A.M. "We're leaving Mrs. Witherspoon.";

Bill broke the plate; yes, onions it is;

Phelix's drawer; Kiss the frog, it turns into

Goliath; Hilton Suites mens room; uh-oh
Bryan; B, stop your hopping ways; itsy-bitsy,

reeb, one second; Summer '90 — no more;
cool mountain breeze; Bill, want a

brownie?; Window shopping; the driveway

Pher, not the yard; dog on foreign

substances; Trey, there are two men at the

window; Caymons '91; So, how's the

tourism?; Five fingers on a great big hand;

men at work; Pool parties; my room; 137

minutes leads to the bathtub; mirrors;

Boogie, I am a Yankee; Parkplay; Fish tea;

you'll be on your way; Bill is not in the

bathroom Andrew; I know a nice place, just

through this alley; Hands off Jas.; Bag it; 31

or 45 flavors; Freak friends; let's blow this

taco standi; I love ya'll, Kat.
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Helena Lamb

Elena Langfitt

HEL-BO-FRESH; Adolf and Froline; Stylin'

and profilin' in the Desert Dune Rig; CAN
ANYBODY GIVE ME A RIDE?; P.T. Ski

Buddy Buddy Brownie Buddy; Homey;
Mom, do you . . oh, never mind; Judy &
Spang; BUDDHAS; Did I say I was normal?;

THE CREW; All I want is my head of

lettuce; It's raining on the stagecoach, Bob!;

Burro Tech 90-91; Senior Adventure 91; No,

no, no . . . let me show you; Penny; Guad;
C-YA; ORBOLI; You're just scared!;

CAYMANS '91; FREE AT LAST! To the

Senior Class of '91 and all my friends with

whom I close a chapter of my life only to

begin a new one: "My love and friendship

for you have become so dear to me . . . I

want to hold a place in your heart as you
hold one in mine, whether we are on
separate ends of God's earth or close

together; let us not grow apart or let any

separation too large to bridge ever come
between us; time passes too quickly to

spend it on anything but well being . . .

Dearest of friends, I hope that you will be
happy with every moment of life, every

breath, every touch, every sight, smell, and
sound. This is my wish of happiness for you,

and my way of saying 7 love you. ' May your
dreams never disappear with age, but may
they continue as alive and as beautiful as

you with the knowledge that they will

someday come true. " — Joanne Domenech

S.I.; WENA!; What's your name good
lookin'?; in a Ked?; Campus Inn; The Freaks

come out at night; X-mas came early year;

UT# 1 and UT#2; MC Griffith; Sonic Trash;

Fab Fabian; Ruben Gomez + Hector; J and
D; Nickolodeon Twins; Red Ted; Bare feet,

Bare feet!; Toddly Woddly; On Your Mark;

TANG FEST; What a whitey; Fast Eddy; Lei,

lef, not a lef; My na' Petah Payun; We
shared the Bobster and Spence (Waahhh);

Scott "Bingler"; Whyyy?; Eric, Eric, Ehric;

Dobie; D.A.; Tri-B; I'm SO H.OA; Bathroom
anyone — NO!; The Tub; Jaime and the 10

speed; 3/2/91 — It was Saturday night, I

guess it makes it alright; Smitten; CHIFFON;
I wish they'd die already!; Apart-tment;

Shut UP!; DANCE — now we're silent; She's

only 17.; Andois; I SWEAR — I HATE
GeraldoU; Mom, Dad, Porter — Thanks and
I love ya'll; Sarah, Fearsome (Vyky, Lucky,

Kraft, LangjEleanora, Lain, Kelley — I love

y'all and I'll miss you very much. Elana.
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Kelly Lowen

Keeely, my intern and friend; party in the
gezebo; you're my hero; maybe it's a

religious thing; just cross this line; what's

that smell?; We Chillin; Kelly Kelly bo belly;

F.I.N.E.; but then I'd have to get up; 9 1/2
hours; I'm too fat to; can I please tell you;
cherry slushies; but I thought you were a

nerd; 3s + 3d = X; the guy in the
cornfield; ETOH; I went to M.M.F. and all I

got was this lousy t-shirt; the afro doctor-
learning to fly; yes, it's coffee yogurt;

doncha know, Vic?; J.O.'s in San Antiono;
Which word did you not understand?; I

think I need a map; he's my friend; I know
it's a red light, Christy; STRESS; right bench
of left?; 4th period soaps; mellow yellow;

she's named after a dog?; We love physics!;

it's total frosh; alright, you can push the

buttons; the Brady Bunch from hell;

Knoxville '89 (she had to go feed her dead
cat?); strut queen; just bummin' around;
con amor siempre.

Emily McAlexander

Is this a trick question ? Collect from
Springfield; Darn this traffic jam; Nik are

you eating watermelon on the pier with

him? Mamie did you find that shortcut?

Bruisin'; There are bumps on the bottom of

the pool; What floor was Rick on by that

time? CRAZY — it's inside out and I'm

sooo embarrassed; What's that light behind
the pole on the beach, Kim ?! I can feel the

wind — my nose is on sideways; Is this

Kristen? There's a trucker on my hood;
Sunshine and daisies from Chris; Pepe,

Pepe! Ice it; Elmer come home; Gold Rush
'90; The Mac bistress; in the Caddy with the

Candyman; 1:30 Bluegrass Inn; Rio Bravo on
the beach; speed limit 3.
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Molly Meyer

Diane Miller

I'm d, I'm b, I'm www; I love everyone at

this table; Tavy; Bad Jokes; Armed and
Dangerous; I never, Cardinal Puff, Shmeeb,
Buzz, Kapoosh; ML hard pack; Strawberry
field, peach festival; slice, haze; Elevator

face; Herbie the elf/dentist; Damian;
Florabama; I can't see you; You're being
shaded; Poison Summer; Kiss this Guy;
Cruising in the caddy; I don't even feel

guilty; Pacifier; It's just the mailbox;

Watermelons; I just want some beachwear;
Chicken is chicken; back in the bus; the

Train; the Hand; the Binaca; Chocolate
sauce; I used to .. . ; Thumper; Duck girl;

Omelets; Vandy; Step; MBS; Video Disco;

Jump; Big, bad, beautiful babies; touch the

white church; Skate Center; energy ice;

Fish; fish games; Peachy keen; We have
your other license, Lisa; Beat Yok; Scrape
the cat's skin off the wall; Calculator fights;

Church activities; I'll drive; My eye itches;

Chemistry conversations; Lunch
conversations; Big shiny objects; Lunatic;

Dots; Montcrest; Just Kicking back;

Vegetation; AGAD; Bacchus; Dude; Earth,

Wind and fire; Right there; Nose dive;

Cashes; OCS; the Closet; Beach Master; I

love Brockoli; Girls, it has been fun. Mom
and Dad, I love you. Diane.
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Maria Morrissey

Ria; Ultra Photo I; 7/75 Next Generation;
1/13 Caymans '91; Truth or Dare, Mobile
'90; The Green Room; Green Tic Tacs;

Snarf; Miss Beetle; Can I have some Lip

Terapy?; Someone is going to die tonight.;

Freshman Year FCA — just Kidding!; I don't

know!; Pizza Woman, Destin '89; "Brown
Eyed Girl"; Lisa and Annie's version of

"Peaceful Easy Feeling"; Entertaining Lisa at

CHOC; Bootie!!; "This time. This is what
counts. This is what our life is about. This

time. No backward glance. Now is the t

This is our chance to make this time ... All

that God wants it to be." — David Meece.

Susan Moulton

Sue; Sumo; Zsa-Zsa; Moult (Mulch!); THE
BULL; I Hate the lake (and bunkbeds and
big ditches). H & M . . . again? Night swims
at the Caribe. Sandkicking. I kinda miss Rud.
Washington '90 — Snuggles? 27? The
deadly butter knife. Electromax. Late night

dogs. Jaimalita's. Mt. LeCont. Senior House
Takeover Bust. Wilderness Ventures. Blue
smurfs to come. Woone..twoo — What's

your name? — You're so weird! The
Hapsburg Chin. Myra's backyard on a Friday

afternoon. The CONTRACT? ... no, not
yet. I want your vie..OH! Starts with a "T" .

. . L.K. — Lies from the Blond Rat &
B.S.C.'s. The Banya — Russian hags and bay
leaves. F.S.U. I'm a Pre-Cal dropout and
proud of it. Let's hit it — Woo-hooU
Bushwacking to Bluegrass Fests.

TEH!,UMFFF,and SNIFFS! — noises with a

meaning. New Orleans — Sure is a strange

smell, girls. The lamb voice. And the Bink!!

Swan's Down Flour at MD's. Lactose Punch.
Are you feeling Wilted? Bobbing Russian

Heads. God is my Copilot. E — '91 — New
Year's Eve. Oyo Como Va! CANCUN! Paco
at the Colinda. Crook on the Rocks. Hunt
for pocoloco. Myra, Let's drive to

Hendersonville. Branham's before MBA
games. Eight hours to Miamifbut the
artwork was great!). The snake mosaic ruled!

So, the sophomore girls sre more fun than
we are? My dear friends, Lee, thank you all.

You have made it all worth it. I'll miss you,
and I love you.
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Mary Nichols

Majorbabe; Damian; Mere, don't laugh too

hard; Is Lee Ann ready yet; du-hude;
Herbie the elf/dentist; I'm D, I'm B, I'm

WWW; Bacchus Rules; Earth, Wind, and
Fire; I can't see you, you're being shaded;
Rico suave; my daddy was a sigma chi; killer

Drewhaw; energy ice; the fish game; Cash's;

What is a shmeeb; the Tavy; elevator face;

and I don't even feel guilty; I love everyone
at this table; AGAD; I just want some
beachwater; chicken is chicken; Vandy; beat

Yok; my eye itches; scrape the cat's skin off

the wall; a nose dive; the beachmaster; the

greek or shall we say League of Nations; the

closet; just kickin' back; Hogsbreath;

temptation; the possum; UNC; the caddy;

Florabama; Vicki, the sophomore queen; I

never; I used to . . . what?; buzz;

watermelon; cardinal puff; Armed and
dangerous; SMU; C-ya; I can't believe it;

Poison summer; the Blue Grass Inn; back on
the bus; the train; Lollipop guild; Cavaliers-

kiss; Dabola; faces on the tile; go ahead and
put a knife through my heart because it

would probably feel better than this; I'm

dy'n; Let's dress up and wear heels; This is

kind of off the subject but . . . ; Yo! Tex;

scuse me and sank yo; To my friends, Good
Luck! Thanks for th memories — it was fun!

Mom, Dad, Hunt, Amy, Charlie, and
Braxton — I love you all. Mary.

Meredith Perdue
.

- .-„....•.. n

Trucker on my hood! Pepe! Bill and Peter
— Goldrusssh-rush. Now how old are you?
Hildreth! Lucy, you got some explaining to

do! You hit the tree! Em, I saw you in the

flowerbed. Rio! Crazy girl! What's up
pussycat? Orchid Lounge. Scrubby Doe.
Bluegrass. You hit the hog! Holiday Inn. X-

mas Dance '90 — P and the Captain — that

was a 10! Sneak out — guard dog. The
caddy with the candyman. Yo vanilla!

Sweetness, you're my weakness. Who's
H.L. ? It's in the closet. I say we kill her!

Drivin' N' Cryin' '90. Thank you. Love, Mer.
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Catherine Perry

Lainie Petrie

*Whyyy?; I can't believe we just climbed a

mountain!; Bang?; Carlos! Charley!; Easy

Cheese; Stop the music — it's making me
dizzy; Rick the Lick; He thinkszz I'm

gorgeouzz; Pretend you are a five pound
weight; Thursday Night Clubs; Evian and
Scope; red stuff; The "golf tournament";
Caesar sure is smiling more today; the two
Chris's; Andrew Colbeer; the mushroom
hair?!; Date — just Date!; He's a squirrely

little fellow; Rites of Spring — sitting down
in the middle of Elliston; bruised from the

office floor; Getting a bikini top to fit is my
biggest challenge; You, you like raisins;

Time to make like a tree and get outta
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Nikki Polk

Vicki Preston

"No I'm Vicki. Ellen goes away to school.";

That was good for the car; AIOTFOTBOTC;
White Roach windows; Fetch; ET(Eric-Todd,

not the alien); Queenie; 328 experiences: 1.

Chagall Guevara — They weren't that cute;

2. Josh and the Souldiers of Love — He was

that cute; Curfew, curfew - YKLFY; 1/11

FST; UT(pre-1,V; Jamie and the 10-speed;

Puppet girl; Madonna rules; Christmas came
early this year; Ellen, have you noticed I

have something for guys who have a "J" at

the beginning of their name?; Dragon Park;

Tri-B; Lemondrops — Knoxville; PTFEST; I

took the car; The bathtub; 6/11/90; Like

being the key word here; SI; IN A KED;
3/2/91 — "It was a Saturday night. I guess

that makes it alright. "; Star; Viola; Vicki

Lake; Damian; Scum; Australia '90; To my
friends — thanks for the good times; To

the fearsome foursome — I'll miss you and
all your fun. Thanks for all the laughs; To

Ellen — You are my best friend and
"sister. " You will always be a part of me; To
Mom and Dad — thanks for all the love

and support and everything else you've

given me. I love you. — Vicki.
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Cynthia Price

Bird; Babe! What are you doin'?; Geek
move #263; Iceskating; Washington '90:

Thirds; Woo Woos; I love you, oh. The
Boot; Where's Dede?; Crook's Resi; Sea
Island; Flowered couch; 2 B's and an O; I'll

let ya know; Yet ... some things are

funnier; Let's steal that — but jody we
don't need it; Wheh ahhh yu? Doin' the jig;

Cold; Like a barge through the mist; Finding

a uniform; Aunt Boo and the family tree;

Go with the Flo; Five Fingers: 5 little girls

with bad intent; The womp womp man;
Aunt Ethyl; Cynthi-ahhh; Worrying is like a

rocking chair; Fessler's Lane; I'd rather be at

Jim's; Bok!; Jane — promises, promises;

Bernie & Ert; Sewanee, if we make it . . .;

The first voyage and the little men; Mow, I

haven't bought gum in years; Fred —
shot?!; with a r.b. no joke; Cayman's-
natives; Housekeeping; Mr. Cab Driver;

Jane's Guidos; Ruby Tuesday; I never order
whipped cream; Chrissy, I'm hurt; Oceana's
buddha; Janis; Wee-hew; Say house; Oh
sorry, sorry; You gonna get rowdy?; Don't
conform — (yea right); I'm FREE; Hey
bricknose; Hit the deck guys; To all my
freak friends, I love you and I'll miss you.

To the fingers — I'll never forget it. I love

you all — C.

Marnie Reasor

Melia J. Umquam Numquam Quamquam;
Size 2 petite hemmed; S.K.; Peanut; Sherah;
"Can I have some chicken?"; "Be quiet or

you'll wake up Mr. R."; "You mean Richard
Bach writes books?"; "I thought contras

were weapons"; The parking garage; Blue
Crass Inn; "A la Bannana"; "Wheoui"; "The
Doughnut man said . . .

"; 'Buddy!'; Paid
disco companions; The lame lamb; "I'm a

transient person"; Art I dropout; "I left my
backpack at home — it's all this

medication!"; "Friends or Fish?"; Statue of
Liberty; "Inside voice, Lillian"; Action Andy;
"Our Next Generation."
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Lillian Roe

"MP — What am I going to do with my
life?"; Kathy, whatever you do, don't go
down to the basement!"; "Mamie, where is

that KA house anyway?"; "Laurin, who are
all these people at your house?"; 1/2
weekend pied-piper club; "Please, no more
extras!!"; Friends or Fishes?; "MP — we're
WSSU bound!"; 1/? Senior dateless

wonders; "Hey Laurin, How do you say
SEVERAL?"; The Foursome; "My sandals are
not fashion faux-pas!"; "Kath, Em, Let's go
three-wheeling!" "Laurin, Let's discuss this

for a minute."; "Kath, I'll just call you
hitch!"; "This is my inside voice!"; "Laurin,

your house + my car= trouble!"; "Holly,

Em, are you crying?" Caymans 9V; "Kath,
angry-face!" The human turtle; Up with
people — three months on a sunflower
seed; "Kathy, we shouldn't take off driving

blindlessly around Chattanooga!"; To the
new generation — thanks for all of these
special years. I'll never forget the memories
we made together! I love you Mom, Dad,
the boys, and ...The new generation. Lil.

Mary Price Russell

"Hey Lil, where's WSSU?"; Ninety-Nine;

"Hot!Hot!Hot!"; TREMENDOUS!; "Smile! It's

a great day to be alive!"; CAROLINA
BOUND!; "Who's Hank?"; "Mel — your
face is chapped — what's his face?"; Island

Roz — Moutain Music; Jose's; CAYMAN
ISLANDS 1991!; SATCO!; the blue porsche;

"No, Anne, you can't paint pink polka dots

on my car!"; Honorary Swinger — not

anymore!; Proverbs 3:5,6; ESEA!; "I can't

believe it!"; "Homey don't play that!";

Bourkowitz Pizza Poetry Hour; Mary Preach
— Not!"; Miss Sophisticated; "Alison, you're

\

driving; my car won't make it!"; To all my
friends, mom, dad, Em, and Paul — I love

you all! Thank you!
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Tara Scarlett

Hey mon; Why be normal; Pebbles, Spikey,

and Spaz; Mope Man; Big shoes and big

gloves; Good girls go to heaven. Bad girls

go everywhere; Dummies in the bed;
Cooperstown '88; Mod Squad & US; a

white rose; the park at 7 a.m. with Lucy and
the dandilions; the Path; Dragon Park;

Eliston; Alter Egos; Candles on a Park table;

You gotta meet Jeff's roomate;
Murfreesboro; T, please slow it down to 90;

Buttermilk Biscuits; WAFA; Play games;
Latre; Dakota; Love Shock; Here comes the

sun; X; Honey Pie; Pretty Purple PO Plants;

Fred Bowl; Terror, Catz, & the Third Eye;

Baebay; Bougalawougala; Red Roof Inn;

How 'bout those Mets; What's up with that;

Macado Manor; A dozen of red roses; The
farm; China Cat; Roller skating in the park;

Roadtrip — Auburn, jane's Addiction; Let's

take a drive down Omohunduro Dr.; Yo-Yo;

Jamaica '91; Respect; One Love; One Blood;

Whart; Groovy, Man; Secret Agent Tara;

Mary-English Stories; Grateful Dead '91;

Hippie; Aubrey Magic; Take only memories
and leave only footprints; F.I.U.; With a

little help from my friends; Peace, love and
happiness; Crippled but free, I was blind all

the time, learning to see; What a long

strange trip it's been; I love you.

Lissa Smith

"Youth is not a time of life; it is a state of

mind; it is not a matter of rosy cheeks, red

lips, supple knees; it is a matter of the will,

a quality of the imagination, a vigour of the

emotions; it is a freshness of the deep
springs of life. Youth means the

predominance of courage over timidity, of

adventure over the love of ease. We grow
old by deserting our ideals. Years may
wrinkle the skin, but to give up enthusiasm

wrinkles the soul. Worry, doubt, self-

distrust, fear and despair — these bow the

heart and turn the spirit back to dust. You
are as young as your faith, as old as your

doubt; as young as your self-confidence, as

old as your fear; as young as your hopes; as

old as your despair." "We laughed until we
had to cry; we loved right down to our Last

Goodbye; we had it all just for a n

I love you, thanks. — Lissa.
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Christy Stallings

Laura Stevens

/ know you! (You're not angry; you're just
pointing); You dawgl; It's all your fault; the
organ player at Indian Bayou — "New York,
New York!"; dirt skiing; we're relatedl; Boris
and Anabelle; Summer Lights '90 — yes, all

three nights; Be my friend!; Just say yes;
Flom — cool name!; Frank at Pizza Hut;
"Let's go watch the moon . . . "; Nicole —
La Rebelle!; That really bugs!; Good, good,
glad to hear it; I want a bike on a dog!;
New Year's '89 — burn, puppy, burn!; Jesse
— the navigator; James Taylor tickets;

Restaurant tours; Backing out of driveways
— please look in the rearview mirror!;

Laura, you decide!; the name game; No,
Angle, I swear it's a guy!"; the boys from
Duluth; "What's a giddy?"; 4 hours in the
pool; "Remember these are private school
girls!"; Clarence and Travis; "C — I please .

. .
"; "Doe a deahi"; Deeelite; Skeetahl;

Keeter — you are so wierdl; Katherine,
Mom, and Daddy — Thank you for always
being there for me! I love you — Laura.
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Holly Tackett

To the next generation — "Special friends
— that's how we've been and special

friends we'll stay. We share so much and
care so much. It's always been that way, and
no matter how much time goes by, no
matter what life sends, I'm glad that we will

always be such very special friends." I am so
lucky to have had all of you as my special

friends. Thanks so much for being there

through the thick and the thin. We have
had some great fun these past few years,

and I will never forget. I wish you the best
of luck and hope fate treats you well. Love
and Peace, Julio a.k.a. Wa Wa.

Anjali Upadhyaya

Sorry, I didn't mean to be late but . . . Boy,
am I hungry! Lain, do you want to get some
youg? ee-rr-ee-rr-ee-rr. GOTCHA! Shay, it's

Saturday; you know what to do. Carrrlos,

Charrrlie where are you? Yikes, are those

men looking at me? Will you please stop

jumping in that puddle; you're getting me
wet! Well, what should we do? My name is

Carlos, and I own this place. Kim, is that

guy asking for a tip ? Come on Char you
can do it! Sally, did you tape the Youngers?
Mary, I didn't ask him. That's Hilarious!

Seriously guys, I don't want this bucket.

Pleease can we have the Sombreros free?

Who has my sunblock?! Next time that man
laughs, I don't know what I'll do! We're
seniors in high school. Lain, get in the car

now. Should I ditch oractice today?
Where's that mirror? Don't I look good?
Do you need help getting down the stairs?

Lain, don't laugh anymore. Ang, will you
please stop driving in the grass! No prob if

you like going 50 mph around that sharp
curve. Oh yea, but you have rack and
pinion steering. I'm full — did you say

dessert — hmmmmmm. Thanks Mom and
Dad. I love you.
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Maury Ward

Goodyland; Blythewood; the beast;

November 24, 1989; exploring; sailboat; tye-

dye sheets; steeplechase and hottubbing;

kiss me baby; Bobo; the truck; Tavern, the

O; OFF; Barbie; a buck forty-five; tell me a

story; Dead; Happy HA; October 16, 1996;

I'll always love you goosey!; Opryland; Belle

Meade Buffet; I never; Rolling Stones;

Peking; All the things they don't know!;
The hand; five fingers; Sewanee with no
wipers; H & M; Summer 1990; some friend;

water ballet at Kat's; red faced; Caymans
'91; with a r. b. no joke; Blane; guidos;

housekeeping; what a long strange trip it's

been; Goosey; Michael; Campbell; don't

conform; bernie and ert; I guess we're the

people our parents warned us about;

another goodbye to another good friend; to

all my freak friends: I love you and I'm

going to miss you; Chris and Oceana: I love

you; Cherrios and Magoo — Bacon Lodge
Water?; "If I'm ever to reach any
understanding of myself and the things

around me, I must learn to stand alone.

That's why I can't stay here with you any
longer" — Ibsen.

Kim Warren

143; The bear; fibula; Are you ready?;

Squeeze the top; Winky and Mr. Happy;
Are you well?; Wanna cookie?; red and
white striped; bruised vertebrae; You didn't

do that at Fric Clapton!; BooBoo; Baby;

Wiggin'; Don't tell me to calm down!; It's

nowing; N's roof: Is that your mom?; Are
you done? Did you get the shaft?; Citco . . .

Deisel . . . oops; What's your car doing

down there?; Hey Art, do you mind if I . . .

I can't believe I did that!; Would you still be
my friend if . . . ; Hey Mac Bistress; Just

keep on going . . . We'll hit Nashville

eventually; How do you get to Nashville?;

God Bless America; Caution: You may not

exceed 3!; Just pretend like you know
what's going on; Is this a trick question?;

We know them, they're a year younger
than us; Friends always!; It's just one of your
sister's earrings; Wonderful Tonight; honk,

honk, honk; I guess you've lost that lovin'

feeling!; I think you get out on the other

side of the train; What are those men doing

with those clippers ?; a petite one; I'm d,

I'm b, I'm w,w,w; Want some water?;

Ruffles!; Emily — keep in touch; Rob — 143

always; Mom, Dad, & Leonard — I love you.

See ya later!
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Meredith Weigel

Weigel meister; Watermelon; Vegetation;

Du-hude; 1/2 Dynamic Duo; Regulator 5;

Bubble — no kiss; UNC Gates swings the

sisters; Mickey D's; Girl of 100 lists; JD's —
screamin'; So, what does SAP stand for?;

Look out for the tombstone!; feeling

shadow's presence; Let's go Krogering;

squeeze me; Just call me spot; Widespread
Panic at 5AM and she still sleeps!; AGAD;
it's just like a mailbox; I'm D, I'm B, I'm

W,W,W; Whoops — "I forgot the Exxon
card"; the train; the hand; It's still greezy;

"Hi, I'm Meredith. You can call my mom";
24; bad jokes; initial time; the elevator is

eating me!; Sunshine and Rain; Lolly Pop
Guild; the tops going down — it's almost

30 degrees; T.G.I.F. — more applications

again; 143 — Petey vs. Monster; More
Ruffles?; I'm scared — hold my hand; shank
him; This is off the subject but . . . ; Sunrise

at Perkins; Cardinal Puff; What's a Shmeeb?;
Kuler Brewhaw; the Tavy; Bogie; popcorn
drool; binaca; Kick Boodie; Bonk, Bonk
Kapoosh!; C-ya; Friends — We laughed. We
cried. Now it's time to say good-bye. Keep
in touch!; Mom, dad, Ashley, Robb, and
Goggie — thanks for everything. I love you
always and will miss you!

Sally Westlake
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Jodi Wilt

"A friend is someone . . . whose smile

makes you smile and whose laugh makes
you laugh . . . with whom we travel

separate journeys and cross different

bridges with each other's help and the

\derful feeling we're not alone." —
"We've grown and changed, laughed and
loved together. I wish it could last forever."

— "You miss them because when you
leave, a part of you leaves with them and
whether we are together or far apart,

Friendship will hold us in its heart. " —
"Man cannot discover new oceans until he
has the courage to lose sight of the shore."

— I love you J.M. — I will miss you all.
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Juniors
Nancy Wright
President

Liz Earls

Vice President

Jill Kasselberg

Secretary

D'Anna Malone
Treasurer

Charlotte Avant
Sergeant-at-Arms

Carrie Crossman
Chaplain

Mrs. Jane Norris
Sponsor

Dr. Murray Sellers

Sponsor

Thalia Acosta
Marcie Allen
Beth Amond
Anitha Anandaiah

Sarah Anderson
Charlotte Avant
Frances Bailey

Langford Barksdale

Mary Evelyn Brooks
Brooke Brown
Amy Brooks
Liza Caldwell
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Ashley Camp
Betty Caplinger

Shelley Carmichael
Emily Casselbury

Elizabeth Cherry
Carrie Crossman
Emily Davis

Sarah Davis

Heather Deaton
Torie DeFrance
Jennifer Duck
Elizabeth Earls

Kara Emerson
Kathy Gale Estes

Jennifer Farringer

Beth Geddie
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Amy Hamilton
Delia Hardin
Julia Harrison

Amanda Haslam

JoelIe Herr
Mari-Kate Hopper
Jennifer Ingram
Yoko Ichikawa

Jill Kasselberg

Heather Kirksey

Naomi Limor
Jessica Lovett

Ava MacKenzie

D'Anna Malone
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Cinna Maxwell
Missy McKeand

Julie Olejniczak

Beth Osgood

Meredith Palmer
Annie Parsons

Holley Phillips

Tracey Robinson

Elizabeth Rochford
Pia Scarborough

Karissa Schecter
Tricia Shalibo
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Shannon Simpson

Allison Sisk

Lisa Tanley

Tasha Taylor

Rosalind Teal

Nikol Tschaepe

Carrie Van Derveer
Kim Wang
Jean Ellen Waugh
Leigh Wayburn

Lellyett Wentworth
Michele West
Nancy Wright
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Sophomores

Noni Nielsen

President

Melissa Hampton
Vice President

Sarah Cate
Secretary

Jasmine Ahmadi
Treasurer

Courtney Cooper
Sergeant-at-Arms

Rebecca Hoke
Chaplain

Ms. Leslie Matthews
Sponsor

Mrs. Laura Svaren

Sponsor

Deanna Adcock
Jasmine Ahmadi
Mary Brooke Akers
Asha Anandaiah

Shoana Anderson
Julie Barrett

Anne Bartholomew
Lanier Bond

Kelley Bourke
Tricia Bryan

Sarah Cate
Carrie Chase
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Lindsey Cigarran

Emily Compton

Stephanie Cook
Courtney Cooper
Page Curry
Ki Daniels

Missy Deaton
Helene Dettwiller

Laurel Duncan
Nicole Earle

Alicia Ford
Melissa Hampton
Chris Hargrove
Susan Hartman
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Heather Hodde
Rebecca Hoke
Shelley Holmer
Judith Howell
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Beth Johnsen
Whitney Jones
Julianne LaGasse
Lydia Lara
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Erin Love
Amy Lowen
Emily Loyd
Libba Loyd
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Mollie Mills

Meghan Murphy
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Noni Nielsen

Jennifer Owen

Mary Wallace Patrick

Abby Purcell

Paige Puryear

Bethany Ragsdale

Eva Rawlings

Alexis Reed

Ashley Richter

Malena Salberg

Sarah Scarborough
Meredith Scoville
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Kate Sherrard
Dee Shriver

Stephanie Smartt
Frances Smith
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Jennifer Spinella

Mary Britton Thompson

fl
Susanna Trabue

(p\ Jennifer Triplett

"

Shay Upadhyaya
Mary Vance
Meg Vaughn
Kathryn Walker

Sarah Walton
Caroline West
Linden Wiesman
Anna Williams

Sophomores 75



76 Freshmen



Freshmen

Holly Whetsell

President

Lindsay Mallard

Vice President

Aimee LeBlanc

Secretary

Jennie Garth Lovvorn
Treasurer

Ashley McAdams
Sergeant-at-Arms

Lissa Ezell

Chaplain

Ms. Amy Sebes
Sponsor

Mrs. Liza Lentz
Sponsor

Hallie Anderson
Julie Asbury
Tiffany Beauchamp
Anna Ruth Brown

Sara Brown
Mab Byrd
Theodora Campbell-Orde
Jamie Cathey

Lydia Cook
Susan Corbett
Stacie Dandre
Crispin Davis

Freshmen 77



Tiffany DeFrance
Lissa Ezell

Danielle Feman
Genevieve Fitzgerald

Brooke Flanagan

Appy Frenchman

Dionne Gardner
Oceana Gayden
Victoria Green
Tricia Haggard

Kassy Harris

Emily Hatch
Halle Hayes
Leslie Huddleston
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Mary Pillow Kirk

Carrie Kline

Amy Knowles
Carrie LaBrec

Merrill Lackey
Lisa Lancaster

Aimee LeBlanc
Jennie Garth Lovvorn

Lindsay Mallard

\ _

t

Lauren Marler

Ashley McAdams
Julie McDonald
Julia McFerrin
Madie McKnight
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Allison Mikovits

Jennifer Moroney
Maya Narula

Lindsey Orcutt
Kathryn Ozier

Sarah Phillips

Josephine Proctor

Rachel Reeves
Rebecca Russell

Mary Southwood
Jennie Stevens

Kate Terry

Amie Tessler
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Jennifer Towbin
Kristin Tripleft

Maggie Uden
Akin Vaughn

Libby Weaver
Robinette Weiss

Charlotte West
Holly Whetsell

Miller Wild
Reese Witherspoon
Rawiporn Wongbuddhapitak
Jessie Zellars

Erika Zepernick
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Eighth Grade

President

Lacey Galbraith

Vice President

Anna Kristen Coker

Secretary

Jessica Dean

Treasurer

Elizabeth Adams

Parliamentarian

Bethany Workman

Activity Coordinator

Jessica Ingram

Elizabeth Adams
Kimberly Baird

Ashley Burnette

Anna Kristin Coker

Bess Connally

Emily Cowan
Jennifer Crants

Mary Creagh

Carrie Daniels

Jessica Dean
Dana Deaton
Martha Drake
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Christie Fontecchio

Becca Fortner

Lacey Galbraith

April Heffel

Jessica Ingram

Amy Johnson
Elizabeth Jones

Kristin Jones

Lizabeth Jones
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Amy Love
Alyssa Martin

Mary Hunt Martin
Heather Mitchell

Sallie McMurray
Muffin McNabb
Caroline Mullins

Elizabeth Oglesby

ga _
Courtney Pace

f\ 5^*,. Allison Patten

Ruffin Priest

Catherine Ryon
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Whitney Samuels

Cary Sawyer

Anjali Shenai

Christina Stewart

Dee Dee Wade
Beth Waltemath
Marjorie Wine
Nowaporn Wongbuddhapitak

Bethany Workman
Katherine Wray

Mary Lucy Yowell
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VV Seventh Grade

President

Kristine West

Vice President
Maggie Blair

Secretary

Comer Ireland

Treasurer

Nancy Kim

Parliamentarian

Crissy Wieck

Activity Coordinator
Sukey Tully

Julie Adams
Elizabeth Ahern
Sarah Benn
Ellie Binkley

Mary Morgan Blackburn
Maggie Blair

Corinne Bond
Val Byrd

Leslie Caldwell
Cristin Carter

Sarah Chisolm
Molly Cummings

Seventh Grade 87



Susanne Davis

Ann Kathryn Dettwiller

Dolly Devgan
Kelli Dunaway
Brianne Frazier

Lesley Grantham

Elizabeth Griggs

Elizabeth Hardcastle

Adair Holliday

Leila Holscher

Nicole Hood
Lauren Howerton
Comer Ireland

Courtney Jones
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Jennifer Kain

Nancy Kim
Elizabeth Ligon

Ashley Marx

Mary Mastrapasqua
Austine McDonald
Meredith McDonald
Anne Elizabeth Mcintosh

Anna McPeak
Amy Meadows
Lauren Melk us

Alexandra Osias

Shelley Petrie

Jennifer Polston

Seventh Grade 89



Meg Redford
Carmen Rich

Rachel Salberg

Beth Scoville

Katey Sellers

Ashley Sorace

Katie Stevens

Tara Swifter

Dana Trella

Sukey Tully

Suzanne Warren
Kristine West

Colleen White
Christine Wieck

Emily Wild
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Sixth Grade
Rachel Allen

Penny Anderson
Becky Bullock

Starling Crabtree

Lane Embree

Amy Enders

Ashley Erwin

Carrie Gilmore
Hayley Green
Nicole Lewis

Holly Meadows

Sixth Grade 91



Farris Reed

Angela Smiley

Alissa Swearingen
Lauren TweeI

Rachel Winstead

I
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Mr. David Wood
The 1990-1991 school year was the

beginning of Mr. Wood's second
decade as Headmaster of Harpeth Hall.

Feeling that the campus is virtually

complete, his main focus for the year
was on the students and the faculty. At
the beginning of the year, he expressed
a hope that "every student at Harpeth
Hall catches the spirit of this place, and
takes advantage of all the offerings."

Citing Senior Class leadership, and the

"dedicated and capable faculty," Mr.
Wood felt that there was no reason why
this fortieth year could not be the best
one in the history of the school. And in

fact, this year probably was because
under Mr. Wood's, Mrs. Baughman's,
and Mrs. Sayer's leadership, each year
truly builds upon, and betters, the

previous year.

Upon his departure, a special

thanks to Mr. Wood, whose sincere

enthusiasm for and belief in Harpeth
Hall will be hard to replicate. We
wish him all the best.
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Mrs. Susan Baughman
Although Mrs. Susan Baughman has

many responsibilities as Harpeth Hall's

Upper School Director, she handles

each one of them with personal care.

Some of these responsibilities include

being the sponsor of both the Honor
Council and the Student/Faculty

Committee, planning "The Master
Calendar," and helping students

schedule their four years at Harpeth
Hall. As she says, "I enjoy my job

because it is many faceted. Daily I

have contact with students,

frequently I have contact with

parents, and continuously I have
contact with the faculty and staff. The
variety is challenging, and it provides

me with the opportunity to work
with people of all ages, and that is

one of the things I most enjoy about

my position." With Mrs. Baughman's
hard work and patience, the Upper
School runs smoothly and efficiently. /

Mrs. Lindy Sayers

Mrs. Sayers has brought new life to

the Middle School ever since her
arrival last year. Fueled by a creative

and caring spirit, Mrs. Sayers plans

schedules and activities for her
students and cheers them on in all

their sports and extra-curricular

endeavors. Whenever they have a

problem or just need some help, she
is always there for them. Mrs. Sayers

"treats her students with respect,"

and definitely makes the Middle
School at Harpeth Hall the place to

be!
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Recently someone asked me how many children I

have and I could not help bat respond, "Three that I

gave birth to and 271 teenage girls." The students at

Harpeth Hall are bright and imaginative, and my
purpose as counselor is to help them discover their

own solutions to their problems.
— Mrs. Liza Lentz, Guidance Counselor

Metaphorically speaking, college advising can be like

the old Alka Seltzer ads which claimed to relieve

symptoms associated with over-eating. Throughout the

college selection process, I hope to provide relief from
the "discomfort" associated with biting off, and
swallowing, more than one can chew.

— Mr. Phil Hooper, College Advisor

The most challenging and exciting part of my job as

Director of Special Programs is the Winterim Program.
It reaffirms my belief that the world is truly our
classroom. Winterim exemplifies Harpeth Hall's

commitment to provide a well-rounded educational
experience for its students.

— Mrs. Emily Fuller, Director of Special Programs

My job as Harpeth Hall's Director of Admissions is

the best! I love working with the students at Harpeth
Hall in spreading the word that our school is the place

to be for today's young women.
— Mrs. Hilrie Brown, Director of Admissions
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/ have always thought of Harpeth Hall as home
instead of just a job. The scenic campus, energetic

students, and a wonderful faculty and staff all combine
to make Harpeth Hall a fun and challenging place to

work.
— Mr. Don McMahan, Plant Manager

Contrary to popular belief, working in the business

office is NEVER dull!! (Could be a direct result of the

proximity of my office to Mr. Hayward's!) My job
mainly consists of making sure that the school's

accounting records are maintained correctly, assuring

that all staff and faculty get paid (I'm real popular
around payroll time), sending bills to parents (I'm real

unpopular then), and keeping the girls in books!
— Mrs. Anne King, Assistant Business Manager

Since I came here four years ago, I have been
enjoying performing my duties as Harpeth Hall's third

Business Officer. Some of the many things I do in my
position include . . . ambushing students who haven't

turned in ticket money, locating students who leave

mysterious bags of coins in my office, introducing club

treasurers to the wonderful world of budgets and,
finally, the shear joy of finding out that a student
actually finished in the black. They don't call me Dollar

Bill for nothing!!!

— Mr. Bill Hayward, Business Manager

Fundraising is only part of the business of the
Development Office. Development also involves the
ongoing process of cultivating prospects and building
friendships for the school. Because my daughter and I

are both Harpeth Hall graduates, I believe strongly in

the value of a "Harpeth Hall education. " Therefore, it

is especially rewarding to have a part in helping to

make Harpeth Hall strong for the future.

— Mrs. Polly Nichols, Director of Development

I obviously love Harpeth Hall since this is my fourth

time around. I was a student here in the mid-60s; I

taught in the early 70s and 80s, and now I am back as

the Assistant Director of Alumnae and Development.
My job includes planning and implementing alumnae
special events and programs, reunions, alumnae
newsletters, and working with the Alumnae Association

Officers.

— Mrs. Dianne Wild, Assistant Director of Alumnae
and Development
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/ work with fine folks and am surrounded by girls who
make the days interesting. There's never a dull moment.

— Mrs. Nan Reed

"I've been at Harpeth Hall, off and on for the last 30
years. The school is home to me.

"

— Ms. Joan Schmitt

"I assist the Director of Development in all areas of

fund-raising and development, by maintaining all gift

records and records of alumnae, trustees, parents,

students, friends, faculty and staff which are compiled and
edited using a computer.

"

— Mrs. jean R. Ayers

"There are no two days in the Middle School that are

alike which makes my job very interesting. I enjoy my
contact with the girls the most."

— Mrs. Sally Mabry

"There are no opportunities for boredom! Phones ring

constantly with messages for staff and 400 girls, board
minutes, letters and grades to maintain, supplies to order,

medical advice to be given, tears and joys to share! It all

happens here."
— Mrs. Donna Montague (not pictured)

"Since I work with Admissions, Winterim, and Upper
School schedules and grades, I feel I have a part in much
of Harpeth Hall's daily life — but I miss getting to know
the students!"

— Mrs. Dot Smith

"As long as I can remember I've loved books; first

being read to and then reading to myself. I guess it's

natural that I chose a profession which is so centered
around books and reading. The best part of being a

librarian is opening a new order and leafing through the

beautiful new books.

"

— Mrs. Nancy Rumsey

"I grew up in a family of avid readers. Being around
books and people who enjoy them is very exciting to me.
Working in a library is a job that feels as if it 'just fits'."

— Mrs. Pat Carney

Secretaries/Librarians



Language Department
For some time now the watch word in

foreign language education has been
Proficiency. To enable students to read,

write, speak, and understand fully and
"proficiently" the language of their choice
— French, Spanish, German, or Latin — is

the primary task of the Foreign Language
Department. While maintaining the high

academic standards of a rigorous college

preparatory program, Harpeth Hall desires

above all to fulfill the urgent need for

effective, empathetic, inter-culturally literate

communicators. As long as the world's

countries continue to interact with one
another, and as long as there are places with

names such as Ausschwitz, My Lai, and Beirut
— monuments to appalling ignorance,

prejudice, and miserably failed

communication — there will be a need for

those who have the knowledge and openess
of mind to understand other lands and other

tongues.

— Mr. Paul Tuzeneu

Clockwise from top left: Mr. Lauderdale, Mr.
Tuzeneu, Mrs. Benn, Mrs. Couch, Mrs. Ward.

English Department
Grammar, vocabulary study, reading, and

writing together make up a student's study

of English at Harpeth Hall. Middle Schoolers

focus on grammar as well as creative and
expository writing, Freshmen study the

Odyssey, short stories, and the Bible as

literature. Sophomores concentrate on
poetry and drama; A Midsummer Night's

Dream is a real favorite. Juniors learn about
British literature from Beowulf to Yeats and
Eliot and turn in the dreaded term paper just

in time to enjoy Spring Break! Seniors

explore American literature and meet Gatsby,

Hester Prynne, and Moby Dick. Creative

Writing and Great Works round out the

deparment's celebration of the imagination

and the classics, center at base of copy
— Dr. Murray Sellers, Department Head

Clockwise from top left: Ms. Myers, Ms. Girgus,

Ms. Huff, Ms. Sebes, Ms. Renkl, Ms. Shoaf, Dr.

Sellers, Mrs. Archer.
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Social Science Department
In an increasingly interdependent world,

social studies provides us with the means to

comprehend the welter of cultural,

economic, political, and historical ties that

have come to bind disparate peoples
together. History in particular enriches our
appreciation of the world around us, because
without a sense of history our experience is

confined to our own brief life span. A
knowledge of history allows us to escape the

tyranny of the present and reminds us that

we exist as part of a continuum which
extends back into the past as well as forward
into the future.

— Dr. Art Echerd, Department Head

Clockwise from top left: Dr. Echerd, Dr. Cooper,

Mr. Springman, Miss Wynne, Mrs. Duvier.

Mathematics Department
The mathematics program at

Harpeth Hall is structured so that

each girl can perform with

competence to her fullest ability. The
department's goal is to give each

student the very best mathematics
education possible, taking into

consideration ability, interest, and
necessary prepararation for success in

college and life in general. Each

teacher strives to instill the

confidence necessary to extend the

students' horizons into new areas of

math related study, and each hopes
to foster independent study and
continued interest in mathematics.
— Mrs. Carol Oxley, Department

Head

Clockwise from top left: Mrs. Burr, Mr.

Wert, Mrs. Oxley, Ms. Wieczera, Mrs.

Wills, Dr. Jones, Mrs. Svaren.
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Science Department
The Science Department at

Harpeth Hall emphasizes laboratory

work. We have a beautiful facility and
continue to improve our equipment
so that interesting and valuable

hands-on experiences are an integral

part of each course. As a result, at

any given time biology students are

likely to be found peering through
microscopes, chemistry students may
be measuring the volume of gas in a

disposable lighter, or physics students

may be using a laser to study the

patterns of diffraction of light. Action
and analysis are combined in Harpeth
Hall science to make a complete
learning experience.
— Mrs. Jane Norris, Department

Head

Clockwise from top left: Miss Felkel, Mrs.

Nash, Dr. Jones, Ms. Trzuskowski, Mr.

Sellers, Mrs. Norris.

Physical Education Department
The Physical Education Department

tries to follow the philosophy of
Harpeth Hall in general in that we try

to educate the whole girl. The
primary goal is to give the student
activities that she can use in later

years, mainly lifetime sports. Unique
to Harpeth Hall is a strong dance
program that is part of the

Department. All three instuctors have
graduate and/or undergrate degrees
in their field which lends a real sense
of professionalism to the entire

Physical Education Department.
— Mrs. Pat Moran, Department Head

L to R: Mrs. Russ, Ms. Mattews, Mrs. Moran.
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Fine Arts Department

Contrary to the appearance of
this photograph, the Fine Arts

Department is comprised of hard
working professionals in the

various arts disciplines. The faculty

is building on a Harpeth Hall

tradition of excellence in the arts,

believing that the arts are essential

to an education and central to our
lives. Fine Arts courses "humanize"
the curriculum, and these teachers

strive to bring out the best in each
student. Plays, concerts, art

exhibits, and multi-media programs
are an integral part of life at

Harpeth Hall.

— Mr. Peter Goodwin,
Department Head

Clockwise from top left: Mrs. Klocko, Mr. Goodwin, Mrs. Batson, Ms. Matthews,
Mrs. Paschall, Mrs. Blackburn.
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On My Honor .

"Be true to your school" could very well be
the motto of the Honor Council at Harpeth
Hall. The Honor Council is a group of student-
elected leaders whose job is to promote and
enforce the Honor Code, which basically states,

"A student of Harpeth Hall will observe at all

times the principles of honor and integrity, and
in doing so a Harpeth Hall student will not lie,

cheat, or engage in any other dishonest act, nor
will she assist others in the commision of these

acts." At their annual assembly on August 29,

The Honor Council, with their various speech-
es, attempted to give a basic understanding of
how to function successfully within the Honor
System, to demystify how the Council deals

with an infraction of the Honor Code, and to

imbue in all students that "honesty is the best

policy" — the best way to achieve a society of
mutual trust and respect.

r
.

President

Vice President

Secretary

Sergeants-at-Arms

Junior Representatives

Kathy Falk

Angie Emery

Emily Haynes

"

Laura Stevens

Megan Daniell

Betty Caplinger

Kara Emerson
D'Anna Malone
Karissa Schecter

Sophomore Representatives Noni Nielson

Susanna Trabue

Freshman Representatives Mary Southwood
Holly Whetsell

Sponsor Mrs. Susan Baughman
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Decisions, Dances, and Deeds

President Lillian Roe

Vice President Francis Bailey

Treasurer Sara Johnson

Secretary Betty Caplinger

Senior Representatives Kristin Kneeland
Lissa Smith

Junior Representatives Jennifer Duck
Jennifer Farringer

Sophomore Representat ves Helene Dettwiller

Mary Wallace Patrick

Freshman Representatives Charlotte West
Miller Wild

Sponsors Mrs. Liza Lentz

Mrs. Joyce Ward

This year the Student Council, led by
President Lillian Roe, made new efforts

to include more of the student body in

the workings of the Council. A point

system now allows active students to

become honorary members and open
meetings invite everyone to be
involved. The Student Council had a

large turn out for all of their dances,

making a sizable profit on more than

one occasion. They were also highly

commended for what most members
feel was their most successful venture
— Community Service Day. All the

Student Council members worked
extensively and well, as they did
throughout the entire year, to organize

an extremely worthwhile project that

benefitted the community as well as the

students.
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All Keyed Up

The Harpeth Hall Key Club has

proved itself a vital part of the

community once again this year. With

over WO enthusiastic members, the Key
Club serves the Harpeth Hall and
Nashville communities through

volunteer activities. Mrs. Wills, the

energetic sponsor, provides guidance
and support for the entire club. The
Key Club started its activities for the

year with the used-book sale at

registration. In October, members
helped with an annual Halloween party

for underprivileged children. During the

holiday season, they helped with Santa

pictures, the Trees of Christmas at

Cheekwood, and the Salvation Army.
Other various activities included Middle
School study hall duty, office help, and
the Blood Mobile. In the eyes of one
active member, "The Key Club is

valuable because it gives Harpeth Hall a

strong link to the community and
makes it easy for students with a limited

amount of free time to be involved in

worthwhile projects."

President

Vice President

Secretary

Treasurer

Historian

Senior Representative

Junior Representative

Lissa Smith

Emily Haynes

Caney Gunn

Anna Gray Anderson

Susan Moulton

Kristen Kneeland

Sarah Anderson

Sophomore Representative

Freshman Representative

Sponsor

Mary Britton

Thompson

Amy Knowles

Mrs. Louise Wills
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Concerns, Comments — Anyone,
Anyone?

Student-Faculty Committee
1

President Nikki Polk

Secretary Maria Morrissey

Senior Representatives Sherrelyn Anderson

Elizabeth Branham

Laurin Howell

Elizabeth Kraft

Junior Representatives Shelley Carmichael 1

Amanda Haslam

Missy McKeand

Meredith Palmer

Sophomore Representatives Ki Daniels

Abby Purcell

Kate Sherrard

Jennifer Spinella

Freshman Representatives Crispin Davis 1

Rachel Reeves

Student Council Rep. Lillian Roe

Faculty Representatives Dr. Jim Cooper

Mrs. Emily Fuller

Mr. Peter Goodwin

1

Ms. Leslie Matthews

Ms. Derah Myers

Mrs. Laura Svaren 1

Mr. Paul Tuzeneu |

Sponsor Mrs. Susan Baughman

"/ was really glad that a lot of people
showed up," noted President Nikki Polk of

this year's Student-Faculty Committee as she
commented on the increase in student

participation and concern in the committee's

actions and accomplishments for 1990-91.

Indeed, the student body was energetically

making numerous changes to better our
school. After long assemblies full of heated
discussion, the officers, students, and faculty

made such changes as putting mufflers on
the bells, testing the water fountains

backstage and in the dance studio locker

rooms, letting students go to their cars

without checking in the office, figuring art

grades into student's GPAs, and asking club

presidents to take down activity notices after

events are over to avoid confusion. Also,

they added a new winter culotte to the

uniform, looked into the use of permanent
silverware in the cafeteria, received student

input on the "Powder Puff" fundraiser, and
discussed the necessity of having a reading

period. This impressive list of achievements
affirms that the Harpeth Hall Student-Faculty

Committee was busy making "practical

changes" all year long.
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This Is My Letter to the World
j

President Kate Asbury

HALLMARKS Editor Kelly Ann

Inman

Art Editor Becky Burke

Sponsor Ms. Derah Myers

- /v*&

Penstaff, Harpeth Hall's literary

organization, is both a forum for

discussion and the production house for

HALLMARKS. Members meet weekly,

bringing poetry and prose that they

have written or that they find

interesting to read to the group.

Members also consider the merit of

student submissions to HALLMARKS. In

addition to poetry, short stories, and
excerpts from larger works, the literary

magazine accepts art and photography
for its pages. Biannually, submitted
material is reviewed and voted upon for

inclusion. Ms. Derah Myers acts as an
advisor, but the final decisions rest with

Penstaff members. All aspects of the

publication of HALLMARKS are run by
the members. Penstaff and HALLMARKS
provide a much needed outlet for

creative writers and for those who just

enjoy a good discussion.

Please, please, please give me submissions.
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Those Aren't Just Any Sheets Of Paper
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Editors Melissa Bledsoe

Allyson Bourke

Managing Editor Sally Westlake j

News Editors Sara Johnson

Holly Tackett

Features Editors Sherrelyn Anderson

Nikki Polk

Opinions Editor Kathy Falk ;

Sports Editor Lee Ann Campbell

Business Manager Emily Haynes

Advisors Ms. Laura Huff

Ms. Margaret Renkl

Logos II covered the events of Harpeth Hall's 1990-91

academic year with enthusiasm and excellence. Melissa Bledsoe

and Allyson Bourke, co-editors of the newspaper, directed the

15 person staff under the supervision of sponsors Ms. Renkl
and Ms. Huff. Published several times throughout the year, the

paper provided information about important school activities,

sports and issues, and also served as an outlet through which
students could voice their opinions of school policies and
community concerns. The newspaper's readership increased

greatly this year, and a humorous advice column titled "Dear
Ann, Dear Cynth, Excuse Me, I Have A Problem." became very

popular. On the day of release, almost every student has their

nose buried in their edition of Logos II. Taking part in the

creation of such a voraciously consumed and appreciated

school newspaper is an exciting and rewarding experience for

students interested in journalism.
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By Any Chance,

Sell ads, take pictures, assign copy, edit copy,

hunt down various and assorted persons, edit late

copy, develop pictures, enter copy into computer,
think of heads, enter scoreboxes into computer,
draw layouts, crop pictures, enter captions, check,

revise, check again, and check one more time for

good measure — repeat multiple times in a

prolonged or hasty manner. Black pens
(mysteriously devoid of ink), triangles, cropper
tools, disks, pica rulers, picture stickers,

envelopes, a mere 23 open-apple commands, 3R
forms, white-out, and more white-out. If it sounds
a little overwhelming, it can be — trust us.

Perhaps a wee bit obscure to non-yearbook-
working people, it is these tasks and implements,
plus people power that make the publication of a

top quality cross section of the year possible.

Editors

~
]

Administrative Editor Leigh Fitts

Copy Editor Angie Emery

Layout Editor Cynthia Price

Photography Editor Ann Baughman

Darkroom Editors Susan Moulton

Molly Meyer

Business Editor Holly Tackett

Senior Pages Editor Emily Haynes

Assistant Administrative Ed. Frances

Bailey

Sponsor Ms. Scottie Girgus
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Has Anyone Seen
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Another white dress? Yes, the

old members of Cum Laude and
the new members inducted at this

year's Cum Laude assembly were
blessed with the privelege of

having to find one more white

dress to wear. Yet these white

dresses caused others to look upon
them with respect and honor, well

deserved by these hard working
girls. New members were inducted
from both the Junior and Senior

classes. The top twenty percent of

each class are inducted into this

honor society, ten percent during

the junior year and the remaining
ten percent during the senior year.

At the assembly, these girls were
honored, and the student body
was fortunate to be the audience
to Mrs. Idanelle McMurry, former
Harpeth Hall headmistress.

Cum Laude

Front row: Maria Morrissey, Holly Tackett, Kathy Falk, Lillian Roe, Melissa Bledsoe. 2nd row: Laura
Stevens, Emily Haynes, Lainie Petrie, Ann Baughman, Leigh Fitts — President. 3rd row: Kelly Lowen,
Mary Price Russell, Betty Caplinger, Sarah Anderson. 4th row: Alison Brooks — Vice President,
Thalia Acosta, Kim Wang, Heather Kirksey, Karissa Schecter. Not pictured: Emily Davis and Sarah
Davis.

Mu Alpha Theta
Mu Alpha Theta Obscure Math

Definition — Year 2. Math is

defined as a mowing, or the crop
mowed. Once again, as far as

you're concerned, a totally

purposeless usage. Where can you
learn useful math lingo you ask?

Look no further than Harpeth
Hall's own chapter of Mu Alpha
Theta, a national math honorary
society. There is a large number of
members this year, many of whom
participated in the Vanderbilt math
contest. All members are in their

fourth year of math with no less

than a B+ average and can, no
doubt, amaze you with their

mathematical wisdom.

1st row: Lillian Roe, Kathy Falk. On Kathy's back: Emily Haynes - Secretary. 2nd row: Alison Brooks- President, La.me Petrie - Vice President, Leigh Fitts. 3rd row: Thalia Acosta, Betty Caplinger,
Sarah Anderson. 4th row: Natasha Taylor, Heather Kirksey, Karissa Schecter. Not pictured- Emily
Davis and Sarah Davis. y
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French Honor Society
Need to know how to conjugate

the verb avoir? — In the

IMPARFAIT of SUBJONCTIF!
(Everybody hates that one.)

Chances are some one in the

French Honor Society can help

you. All members have completed
at least two years of French with

no less than an A in the year they

were admitted and have a B
average in all other academic
courses. Bref, elles parlent francais

tres bien.

Front Row L to R: Emily Compton, Judith Howell, Asha Anandaiah, Emily Casselbury, Heather

Kirksey, Thalia Acosta. 2nd Row: Laura Stevens, Lillian Roe, Kathy Falk, Torie DeFrance, Jane

Campbell, Betty Caplinger. 3rd Row: Elizabeth Cherry, Sarah Anderson, Mr. Tuzeneu.

Latin Honor Society
When in Rome, do as the Romans
do. When not in Rome, do as the

Romans do anyway. These Latin

scholars enter the world of Cicero
and Virgil every day, studying the

history and language of the once
great empire. The Latin Honor
Society, a national honorary
society, is open to all A average
Latin students. Members must also

be active and supportive members
of the Junior Classical League.

wHA Jk A
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1st row: Sally Westlake, Melissa Hampton, Malena Salberg, Kara Emerson. 2nd row: Sarah Davis,
Emily Davis, Anna Ruth Brown, Rachel Reeves. 3rd row: Mary Southwood, Carrie Crossman,
Heather Deaton, Maya Narula
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Quill and Scroll — We'll give

you a hint. Quill = pen. Scroll =

paper. Put pen to paper and
you're writing. Chances are you
just might be writing for one of
Harpeth Hall's three publications.

Quill and Scroll is a national

honorary society that recognizes

editors and rising editors who have
been on their respective

publications staff for a minimum of

two years and are in the top third

of their class academically. Two-
year members of the publication

who have made notable

contributions to the staff are also

eligible for special non-member
awards.

Quill & Scroll

Front Row L to R: Kathy Falk, Allyson Bourke, Leigh Fitts, Thalia Acosta, Emily Davis, Shelby
Baily, Kim Wang. 2nd Row: Holly Tackett, Melissa Bledsoe, Emily Haynes, Karissa Schecter,

Sarah Davis. 3rd Row: Sally Westlake, Ann Baughman, Angie Emery, Susan Moulton.

Daughters of Alumnae
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The Order of The Chair

Since 1981, the Men's Club of Harpeth Hall has sponsored the

annual Faculty Recognition Assembly. Once again this April, the

student body gathered in the auditorium to honor two of Harpeth
Hall's finest teachers. The first to be recognized was Dr. Heath
Jones. Dr. Jones has been at Harpeth Hall for seven years and has

contributed greatly towards the school's excellence. As coach,

teacher, and Dean of Faculty, Dr. Jones is involved in multiple

aspects of Harpeth Hall, and he attends to each with equal care

and enthusiasm. Ms. Leslie Matthews was next recognized for her
continued support of the arts. Ms. Matthews has been a part of

the Harpeth Hall faculty for fourteen years and has consistently

orchestrated a terrific Dance Concert. Without her dilligence the

dance program at Harpeth Hall would not be what it is today. Both
Dr. Jones and Ms. Matthews received Harpeth Hall chairs for their

many contributions to the school. The lenghthy standing ovations

both teachers received from their colleagues and students is

proof positive that Ms. Matthews and Dr. Jones are very well-

respected.
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Science Strikes a Balance

This year the Science Club tried

to keep its members informed
about many things — what was
going on in the community,
meetings that would be interesting

to attend, and good places to

volunteer their time. Also, at

various meetings, representatives

of summer programs in the fields

of marine biology, chemistry, and
physics talked to club members. As
for activities, the Science Club
went on an excursion to Radnor
Lake and, in keeping with the

overall science motif, rented
GROSS ANATOMY for a pizza

movie night.

L to R: Treasurer -

Tackett, Secretary -

Naomi Limor, Vice President -

Alison Brooks, Parliamentarian

Marychar Creson, President — Holly

- Lainie Petrie, Sponsor — Mr. Sellers.

Recycle or Die

What do Coke cans, test cover
sheets, milk jugs, the funnies, bottles,

pesky notes from the office, and
mayonnaise jars all have in common?
They are all recyclable products. And
why does this have anything to do
with S.A.V.E.? S.A.V.E. has crusaded
for a campus-wide recycling program
since its beginning last year. This year
the Harpeth Hall community has

become more environmentally
conscious, with the huge recycling

bin in the back parking lot, boxes for

recyclable paper in every school
room, the ever-present can crusher

in the Bear Lair, a spot to recycle

lunch bags, and the introduction of a

campaign for partitioned food trays

and silverware rather than styrofoam
plates and plastic utensils.

L to R: Sponsor — Mrs. Svaren, Secretary/Treasurer — Leigh Fitts, Vice President — Alison

Brooks, President — Jane Campbell.
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Pass Me a Bill

f

The Youth in Government Club is

one of the largest clubs at Harpeth
Hall, led by President Vicki Preston
and sponsored by Dr. Echerd and Dr.

Cooper. The club began their year
with Model UN. After heavy debate,
several bills initiated by club

members were passed. In the Spring
YIC headed downtown for a long and
hectic weekend in the Youth
Legislature. Harpeth Hall members
wrote, lobbied for, and passed bills,

such as one about mandatory
periodic driver's testing. One
Harpeth Hall bill promoting equal
rights for homosexuals rocked the
entire Senate and House, but failed

to pass. The club sponsors feel that

both experiences were instrumental
in furthering club members' ability to

stand up for their views and work
together.

Back Row: Sponsors — Dr. Echerd, Dr. Cooper. Front Row: Treasurer — Mary Nichols, President

— Vicki Preston, Vice President — Molly Crook, Secretary — Mary Catherine James.

View The World Through My Lense

This was the Photography Club's

first year. Started by Mary Davie, the

club met once a month during
assembly to share recent works. Club
members went on several excursions

including a trip to Cheekwood to

view an exhibit and one to view the
movie DREAMS. The club also

solicited submissions from the school
at large for a slide presentation. Held
on the evening of May 1 1th, it was
found by those in the audience to be
"very impressive. " The Photography
Club gives students at Harpeth Hall

another outlet for creative energy
and the sharing of ideas, and
President Mary Davie hopes the club,

comprised entirely of Seniors this

year, will somehow be able to

continue next year as part of the
Harpeth Hall community of clubs.

President — Mary Davie, Vice President -

Sergeant at Arms — Jodi Wilt.

Maury Ward, Secretary/Treasurer — Molly Meyer,
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Show Shapers

The Harpeth Hall Playmakers "make
plays. " No, seriously — the

Playmakers are a diverse group of

hardworking and talented people.

Not just actors and technicians, but
also those who are just interested in

theater. This year the Playmakers

organized special work calls, attended
plays such as A CHORUS LINE and
GREA TER TUNA, and held a banquet
in the spring. They also, of course,

were responsible for putting on the

shows GODSPELL (twice!) and THE
DINING ROOM. This year the

Playmakers also hosted the Tennessee
State Thespian Convention at

Harpeth Hall. It was a successful year

for the Playmakers characterized by
well produced and well attended
productions.

\
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L to R: Publicity — Emily Casselbury, President — Kara Emerson, Sponsor — Mrs. Klocko, V. P.

Holley Phillips, Sec./Treas. — Jill Kasselberg, Parliamentarian — Page Curry.

Music Makers

When Mrs. Tania Batson came to

Harpeth Hall to teach chorus this

year, she came with a great idea —
having choral practice after school.

This was a fortuitous idea. Although
the 20 member chorus was small,

they still held their own on stage.

Every Monday from 3:30 to 4:30,

anything that had to do with music

was dealt with by the chorus. From
horrible squeaks and cracks to

melodious "Ah"s, they sang it all. To

relax singers, Mrs. Batson had
"massage breaks" during which Mrs.

Ross, the marvelous pianist for the

chorus, played a little ditty while

each member rubbed her neighbor's

shoulders and neck. Devoid of stress,

this year's chorus was an amazing
spectacle to behold and kept
improving with every "Fa La La" that

was sung.

Front L to R: Nikki Polk, Kara Emerson, Ashley Camp, Sarah Davis, Mary Evelyn Brooks, D'Anna
Malone, Emily Davis, Yoko Ichikawa. Back L to R: Amy Asbury, Beth Geddie, Carrie Crossman,

Amanda Haslam, Thalia Acosta, Holley Phillips, Emily Casselbury, Mab Byrd.
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Hola Senora!

With the final "wap" of a stick,

delicious goodies spill onto the gym
floor as screaming, seemingly-starved

girls scramble to recover them. Is this

some bizarre, primeval feeding ritual?

No, this was the scene at the Spanish

Club's annual pinata bust in Bullard

Gym. The pinata bust was just one of

the many Spanish inspired activities

organized by Spanish Club members.
Throughout the year, clubbers

periodically ventured to Mexican
restaurants for fiestas, and members
also sold colorful t-shirts designed by
Shannon Simpson. Secretary/treasurer

Rebecca Hoke says, "The Spanish

Club is an exciting organization, and
we all hate that Mrs. Couch will be
leaving next year. She has always

been a very enthusiastic sponsor." k
Clockwise from top left: Mari-Kite Hopper — Vice President, Rebecca Hoke
surer, Meredith Palmer — President, Mrs. Marion Couch — Sponsor.

- Secretary/Trea-

Ahhhh . . . Bon!

At the beginning of the school
year, French Club President Molly
Crook held a dinner to start things

off on the right pied. The French
Club got a real taste of French
culture this year — with an emphasis
on taste. These femmes francaises

definitely appreciated French cuisine.

At the International Food Festival, the

club's table was mounded high with

delicious delicacies, including crepes,

pastries, and fondue, that topped all

others. The clubbers also went to

MADAME ROSA at Sarrat Cinema
and to GREEN CARD. For their final

activity of the year club members had
a calm, laid-back pique-nique dinner

at the park.

Clockwise from left: Elizabeth Branham — Vice President, Natasha Taylor — Secretary/Trea-

surer, Molly Crook — President, Mrs. Jo Benn — Sponsor.
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Mini Cura Futura Est

The Junior Classical League had an
eventful year under the leadership of
sponsor Joyce Ward and President

Kara Emerson. The Latin Clubbers
had a pizza movie night at Emily and
Sarah Davis' house to start off the

year, went to Sarrat to watch
Aristophones's THE FROGS, hosted
the Mid-State Latin Tournament, and
attended the State Latin Convention
at Stratford High School. Club
members did exceptionally well at

the State Tournament, finishing third

overall out of 52 school teams.

Notably, Melissa Hampton finished

first in the state for Advanced Level

Dramatic Latin. The club was very

busy this year but, nonetheless,

managed to have a lot of fun. As
always, Duces feminae factorum —
the leaders of the deeds were
women.

1st Row L to R: Historian — Brooke Brown, Vice President — Kathy Gale Estes, President — Kara

Emerson. 2nd Row: Parliamentarian — Sarah Davis, Treasurer — Malena Salberg, Sponsor — Mrs.

Ward, Secretary — Anna Ruth Brown, Historian — Julia Harrison.

"The German Way
The German Club was formed just

this year by the small but enthusiastic

German class. ( Here's a hint — the

entire German class is in the German
club, and everyone in the German
club is a German club officer.) Even
though it is not the biggest club at

school, it tries to participate in other
language club activities and go out
together as a group. The club

partook of German cuisine at the

Gerst House and participated in

Harpeth Hall's International Food
Fest. Also, for a dose of German
culture, the club went to view Fritz's

German Band and learned to dance
"the German way." With the re-

unification of Germany and its rise as

a major world power, the concept of

German as a second language is a

very practical one. These fraulines are

ahead of the game.

1st Row: V. Pres. — Julie Olejniczak, Co-Pres. — Beth Geddie, Sec. — Karissa Schecter, Co-Pres.

— Elizabeth Rochford. 2nd Row: Culture Frau — Missy Derryberry, Chaplain — Rosalind Teal,

Sergeant at Arms — Tasha Taylor, Treas. — D'Anna Malone, Sponsor — Mr. Tuzeneu.
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Ballet Club
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First row: Laurin Howell, Amy Asbury. Second row: Elizabeth Kraft. Third row: Anne Elizabeth Mcintosh, Beth Davis, Amy Knowles,

Naomi Limor, Catherine Perry, Lisa Lancaster, Leslie Caldwell, Danielle Feman, Meredith McDonald.

Modern Club

Standing: Stephanie Cook, Meg Vaughn, Alexis Reed, Courtenay Chilton, Kristen Kneeland, Laurin Howell, Catherine Perry, Jenifer

Duck, Alyssa Martin, Amy Knowels, Jennifer Towbin, Holly Whetsell, Miller Wild, Ellie Binkley, Austine McDonald. On the ground:

Melissa Hampton, Whitney Jones, Julie Barrett, Sarah Walton, Lindsey Cigarran, Becky Burke, Sara Johnson, Holly Binkley, Elizabeth

Kraft, Elizabeth Branham, Tracey Robinson, Beth Davis, Mary Morgan Blackburn.
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Tap Club

JI
1st Row Top to Bottom: Whitney Jones, Kara Emerson, Julia Harrison, Leslie Caldwell, Josephine Proctor, Alexis Reed, Malena
Salberg, Aimee LeBlanc. 2nd Row T to B: Amy Asbury, Sarah Walton, Melissa Hampton, Naomi Limor, Holley Phillips, Julie Asbury,

Nicole Earle, Ashley Burnette.

Jazz Club

Front Row L to R: Julie Barrett, Holly Binkley, Elizabeth Kraft, Sara Johnson, Lindsey Cigarran, Holly Whetsell, Anne Elizabeth

Mcintosh. 2nd Row: Amy Knowles, Meg Vaughn, Jessica Lovett, Catherine Perry, Kristin Kneeland, Elizabeth Branham, Naomi
Limor, Anna Williams, Lizabeth Jones, Meredith McDonald. 3rd Row: Stephanie Cook, Jennifer Duck, Laurin Howell, Courtenay
Chilton, Becky Burke, Tracey Robinson, Melissa Hampton, Whitney Jones, Nicole Earle.
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Angkor

Eccowasin
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The Middle School Student Council

This year was a productive one
for the Middle School Student

Council. Their goal was to

strengthen inter-grade

relationships, and, in the mind of

most Middle Schoolers, they more
than reached their aim. With such

a friendly Middle School and an

enthusiastic Student Council,

President Katherine Wray found it

enjoyable to make friends with

members of other grades, and she

hopes that Middle School students

felt comfortable and involved this

year. The Council also made plans

for a cookie-decorating get

together, a talent show, and a

possible field day. The president

credits the council members'
helpful attitudes and assistance for

making this a year of very positive

results.

Front Row: A.K. Dettwiller, Kristen Jones — Vice President, Katherine Wray — President. Back
Row: Katherine Ryon, Rachel Winstead, Jennifer Kain, Christie Fontecchio, Leila Holscher,

Cristin Carter, Nicole Lewis, Amy Love, Mrs. Sally Mabry — Sponsor.

Read, Read, Read

This year for the new Middle
School Book Club dedicated students

dragged their sleepy bodies to school

at 7 a.m. (that's right — 7 in the

morning) on Friday mornings in order

to do something they love — discuss

books. Exclusively for Eighth Graders,

club discussion sessions were led with

the help of sponsors, Mrs. Lisa

Archer, Ms. Scottie Girgus, and Mrs.

Lindy Sayers. Some of the many
works read included JANE EYRE,

DRAGONS IN THE WIND, THE OLD
MAN AND THE SEA, and REBECCA.

^lEJIS^r
1st Row L to R: Bess Connally, Mary Hunt Martin, Katherine Wray. 2nd Row: Ms. Girgus, Ruffin

Priest, Jennifer LaRue, Jessica Dean, Sally McMurry, Mrs. Archer. 3rd Row: Elizabeth Jones, Lacey

Galbraith, Courtney Pace, Bethany Workman, Carrie Sawyer.
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The Cub Chronicle

i
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1st Row: Martha Drake, Anne Elizabeth Mcintosh, Elizabeth Hardcastle, Bess Connally, Elizabeth

Jones. 2nd Row: Anna McPeak, Carrie Daniels, Ruffin Priest, Emily Cowan.

The editions of this year's Cub
Chronicle, the Middle School
newspaper, were fun and
informative. The production was
run by a hardworking staff of

editors and reporters and was
headed up by sponsors, Ms.
Scottie Cirgus and Mrs. Lisa

Archer. Using only the school's

computers, the staff was able to

turn out an impressive looking

paper that the Middle Schoolers

enjoyed reading. According to one
editor, the purpose of the

newspaper was to entertain the

readers as well as to inform them
about what was going on in the

Middle School. Along with articles

about the happenings in the

Middle School, the paper also

published poems, puzzles, and
articles about community and
world events.

The Whispers of the Hall

The Literary Magazine was a new
challenge taken on by this year's

Seventh Grade. The magazine is

composed entirely of student
poetry, artwork, and short stories.

The edition for 1991 is called "The
Whispers of the Hall. " Ms. Girgus,

Mrs. Blackburn, and staff did a

great job. A new concept for the

Harpeth Hall Middle School,

students hope that next year the

literary magazine will be bigger
and better (if it's possible to top
this year!).

L to R: Chrissy Wieck, Anne Elizabeth Mcintosh, Elizabeth Hardcastle. Not Pictured: Beverly

Stratland.
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Moi, Je Parle Francais

The Middle School French Club

is open to all Middle School
French students. After initiating

new members with berets and
French flags, the members got

busy raising money for the annual

French Banquet. To raise money
they held a Duds Day and a

"Trench" bake sale. The theme of

the banquet was "Un Pare

Francais" and proved to be a

success after much hard work.

According to Vice- President

Courtney Pace, "This year was a

great year for the Middle School
French Club."

President — Susan Finch, Vice-President — Courtney Pace, Secretary — Bethany Workman,
Treasurer — Carrie Daniels, Activity Coordinator — April Heffel, Parlimentarian — Whitney
Samuels, Sponsor — Mr. Lauderdale.

Roma My Homa

President — Dana Deaton, Vice President — Elizabeth Oglesby, Secretary — Caroline
Mullins, Treasurer — Kimberly Baird, Activity Coordinator — Beth Waltemath, Parlia-

mentarian — Lizabeth Jones, Sponsor — Mrs. Ward

The Latin Club, sponsored by
Mrs. Joyce Ward, had an eventful

year. The Latin students, who are

members of the Junior Classical

League, had the opportunity to

compete in the Mid-State and
State competitions where they

won the 3rd place Sweepstakes
trophy. Notably, students took 3rd
and 5th places in Oratory for

grades 7-9, and a skit written and
performed by the 7th graders took
2nd place. Harpeth Hall did
impressively well in swimming
events also, taking 1st, 2nd and 3rd
places. On top of all this, the Latin

Club had several get togethers and
parties this year.
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Greenie Meanies
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L to R: Amy Enders, Angela Smiley, Lane Embree, Farris Reed, Becky Bullock, Penny Anderson, Hayley Green, Starling Crabtree. Not
Pictured: Sarah Levitt, Kate Eyler Walker.

Greyhounds

L to R: Ashley Erwin, Rachel Winstead, Nicole Lewis, Carrie Gilmore, Lauren Tweel, Alissa Swearingen, Holly Meadows, Rachel Allen.

Not Pictured: Anne Hancock.
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Middle School Angkor

Middle School Eccowasin
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Middle School Triad
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Middle School Ariston
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What's Black & White & Rolls All Over

1st Row: Holly Tackett, Helena Lamb, Megan Daniell, Kelly Lowen, Alison

Brooks, Lillian Roe. 2nd Row: Judith Howell, Jane Campbell, Amy Lowen,
Carrie LaBrec. 3rd Row: Kathryn Ozier, Ki Daniels, Lissa Ezell, Carrie Kline,

Heather Hodde, Helene Dettwiller, Mary Brooke Akers, Kate Sherrard, Ms.
Wiz. 4th Row: Noni Nielson, Lydia Lara, Lissa Smith, Ann Bartholomew.

Season Highlights

Regional Record
Region 6 Champions

8-1-0

Overall Record 9-2-6

1st Team Region 6 Alison Brooks
Lissa Smith

Jane Campbell
Heather Hodde

2nd Team Region 6 Megan Daniell

Amy Lowen
Mary Brooke Akers

Most Valuable Player

Region 6

Alison Brooks

Coach of The Year

Region 6

Ms. Katherine Wieczera

The Harpeth Hall Soccer Team was a team
the school could be proud of this year. Led
by eight Seniors and Coach Kathy Wieczerza
and assisted by Managers Emily Haynes, Kelly

Ann Inman, and Helen Detwiller, the team
had a season worth remembering. Even
though key players suffered several injuries

early in the season, the team was not set

back too much and went on to a winning
season. The soccer team's hard work and
determination, which characterized their

entire season, were displayed well in the

Regional Tournament. The team had a bye in

the first round and beat Overton in the

second round. They proceeded to defeat St.

Cecilia in the third round, advancing to the

regional finals. In the finals they played
Father Ryan, beating them in a very exciting

game. Unfortunately, the team could not get

past archrival Franklin High School in Sub-
State and were defeated 0-4. One member
described the team by saying, "We were a

close team, which helped us out on the

field. I think our season was definitely

successful, although we could improve in

some areas. " Their hard work did pay off,

and the soccer team had a spectacular

season.
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Fleet Feet

Most people don't think of Cross Country
as a spectator sport. Sure, every now and
then when your driving on the streets

around Harpeth Hall you pass the team on
practice runs, you wave and smile with

encouragement and then thank goodness
that you're not the one running four miles.

But this year if you happened to be a

spectator in the real sense of the word and
went out to watch the team do their real

stuff, you saw some great meets. The Cross
Country Team had an extrordinary season,

winning meets including District and Region
and finished third in State. They traveled all

over to compete in invitational meets in Fort

Campbell, Atlanta, Lexington, and Mobile.
Mrs. Susan Russ and Dr. Heath Jones planned
''tiring and challenging" workouts for the
team, but it was through these workouts that

the Cross Country Team was able to

continually come out on top, especially in

the defeats of Brentwood Academy. One
team member summarized the season in

saying that "although the team suffered many
injuries, they managed to work really hard,

overcome the setbacks, and finish with an
impressive season record.

"

1st Row: Jennifer Farringer, Emily Compton. 2nd Row: Lindsey Orcutt, Jennifer

Owen, Trisha Bryan, Maria Morrisey, Mrs. Russ. 3rd Row: Lisa Tanley, Mary
Britton Thompson, Ashley Richter, Sarah Scarborough, Annie Parsons. Not
Pictured: Kate Terry.

Season H ghlights

Regular Season Record Undefeated

Tournament Record
District

Region
State

1st place

1st place

3rd place

1st Team All Metro Lindsey Orcutt
Lisa Tanley

Jennifer Farringer

Kate Terry

Honorable Mention All Metro Annie Parsons

2nd Team All Metro Emily Compton
Ashley Richter
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Spike, Set — Or Was It Bump, Set?

Mrs. Moran characterized the Varsity

Volleyball Team's season as excellent

this year. "The girls worked well

together because they've been together
for a while as a team," she said. The
team was competetive in an extremely
tough district filled with teams
comprised of tall (as in, really tall) girls.

Winning the majority of their games,
the team split wins with two teams
during regular season play that

eventually ended up in the final four of
the State Tournament. In other words,
two of the top four teams in the entire

state were in one district, so the team's

season record is truly impressive. "I

couldn't be more proud," said Coach
Moran.

Season Highlights

Season Record 32-11

District Semifinalists

All Tournament Awards Missy McKeand
Betty Caplinger

Shelley Carmichael
Anna Gray Anderson

1st Row: Mollie Mills, Laurel Duncan, Mrs. Pat Moran, Shannon Simpson. 2nd Row:

Meredith Palmer, Julianne LaGasse, Marcie Allen, Shelley Carmichael, Emily Loyd.

3rd Row: Courtney Cooper, Kathy Gale Estes, Betty Caplinger, Anna Gray Anderson,

Charlotte Avant, Missy McKeand, Liza Caldwell.
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Jollyball

If not as successful as they would
have liked to have been this year, the

Freshman Volleyball Team did have a

good time. Team members commented
that they felt Coach Trzuskowski did a

great job especially since it was her first

time coaching TSSAA Volleyball. With a

lot of height for a young team, the girls

were able to hold their own during the

season finishing with more wins than

losses. Many girls are planning to go on
to varsity volleyball and considered the

year an invaluable training ground.

Season Highlights

Season Record

Tournament Play First Round Defeat

of Glencliff
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Bootie

They can dribble. They can pass. They can

shoot. Yes, that's right; it's the Harpeth Hall

Basketball Team. The Honeybears, District

Champions for the first time ever, had an

outstanding season this year. The team made
it all the way to the Regional Semi-Finals,

finishing their season with a loss to Stewart

County. The team, led by Seniors, Alison

Brooks, Mary Price Russell, and Anna Gray
Anderson, sparked an increase in school

spirit and attendance at the games, which
were particularly exciting for most fans since

Harpeth Hall was on a straight winning streak

until their 22nd game. Although they did not

remain undefeated, the team ended its

season with an impressive finish. When asked
to summarize the season, one loyal fan

commented that, "The team supported each

other, worked well together, and played

some really good basketball/'

1st Row: Kate Sherrard, Ginna Maxwell. 2nd Row: Betty Caplinger, Mary South-

wood, Kathryn Ozier, Alison Brooks, Shelley Carmichael, Mary Price Russell,

Anna Gray Anderson, Missy McKeand.
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Season Highlights

Regular Season 22-2

District Tournament 2 -

District Champions

Region Tournament 1-1
Semifinalists

All District Team Mary Price Russell

(MVP)
Allison Brooks

All Region Team Mary Price Russell

Allison Brooks



Small and Mighty

1st Row: Kathryn Ozier, Mary Pillow Kirk. 2nd Row: Amy Lowen. 3rd Row: Courtney
Cooper, Libby Weaver. 4th Row: Langford Barksdale, Marcie Allen.

Although the Junior Varsity Basketball

Team did not have a winning season for

1991, the team did work well together

under the leadership of Ms. Susan
Trzuskowski. The team, consisting of

two Juniors, two Sophomores, and four

Freshmen, practiced with the Varsity

team in order to learn the skills and
plays needed for varsity level play.

According to Varsity Coach, Mr.
Springman, being a member on the JV
team is "good testing ground to see

who can actually play high school level

basketball.
"

<* *

Maybe someday I'll get some water.
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They're Pretty Darn Peppy Aren't
They?

"We ain't got no Tootle Fruitie. Get on
the floor and shake your BOOTIE!
BOOTIE, BOOTIE!" This cheer was

adopted as the battle cry of the

basketball season as Harpeth Hall

experienced something new, innovative,

and exciting — more school spirit! Not
only did the Hall have an incredible

basketball team, but it also had an

energetic squad of cheerleaders who
brought spirit and crowd support to a

level higher than reached in recent

years. Cheerleading takes a lot of

practice, so the squad of all

Sophomores attended a very demanding
cheerleading camp with one mission —
to become "masters in the field of

enthusiasm evocation." Mission

accomplished. Prepped and ready for

even greater things to come, everyone
is looking forward to "BOOTIE" in '92!

Top to Bottom: Alexis Reed, Melissa Hampton, Nicole Earle, Rebecca Hoke, Caroline

West. Left Side: Anna Williams. Right Side: Whitney Jones.
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Bang

in

W/jy on earf/7 would you want to give up
two hours of Tuesday Night Quality

Television, dodge surly characters in

darkened Vandy parking lots, inhale oodles

of lead-laden smoke, and work on building

up sexy arm muscles? These are just a few of

the sacrifices necessary to be on the Riflery

Team. Coach Bob Van Cleave handpicked
the team's fourteen members and pampered
them with a constant supply of safety pins

and a roll of toilet paper (not that anyone
would dare to enter the cold concrete cell

that passed for the bathroom). As the only

female team in a co-ed sport that is male-

dominated, the teammates endured a slew of

sexist epithets, but kept their cool and their

good looks in the form-fitting, V regulation

khaki jackets that have just a touch of

padding in all the right places, and plenty of

rips in all the wrong ones. Be warned, riflery

expertise does not come without a certain

measure of sorrow. Just listen to this true-to-

life, "Believe-it-or-Not" tale. "I hoove
riflery, but it's kinda painful," says Junior

Sarah Davis, who managed to shoot herself in

the face. A bullet inadvertantly fired at the

ceiling ricocheted back and imbedded itself

in the hapless Davis' lip. Through the

coursing river of blood, she managed to

finish her target and stumble over to the

rangemaster, who immediately began heating

his Swiss Army Knife over a lighter. "It was
kinda painful, but I hope the scars will fade.

"

Are these brave gun-bearing females or

what? And on top of all this, they finished

4th in the Mid-State Tournament.

Armed and Dangerous. Co-captains, Kati Asbury and Becky Burke.
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In The Swim of Things

Front Row L to R: Kelly Lowen, Marychar Creson, Lainie Petrie, Anjali Upadhyaya. 2nd
Row: Meredith Palmer, Karissa Schecter, Julianne LaGasse, Brooke Brown, Jennifer

Farringer, Heather Deaton. 3rd Row: Sara Brown, Beth Johnsen, Meghan Murphy,
Kathryn Walker, Shay Upadhyaya, Liz Earls, Jennifer Moroney, Rebecca Russell.

Practicing for the first time at the new
Sportsplex rather than Glencliff High School,

the Swim Team kept late hours this year
starting practice at 6:30 and usually finishing

up at 8:00 in the evening. The practice paid
off, however, with wins against Hillwood, St.

Cecilia, Brentwood High, Hume-Fogg,
Gallatin, and Father Ryan. Also, a large group
of 12 girls qualified for the State Meet in

Knoxville. In competition the top 8 finishers

in a meet receive medals, so by the end of

the season, Harpeth Hall team members had
quite a collection. The top three finishers are

given their medals in traditional Olympic
fashion — gold, silver, and bronze on a three

tiered platform. Having made her fair share

of trips to the top of the platform team
member Anjali Upadhyaya said, "The season

was fun. Mrs. Petrie did a great job as coach,

and I think we all did really well at the

meets.

"

Season Highlights

Regular Season Record 6-2

Mid-State Invitational 1st

Mid-State Regional 2nd

State Meet 3rd

All Mid-State Team A. Upadhyaya
S. Upadhyaya

Meghan Murphy

All State 2nd Team A. Upadhyaya
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Super High Intensive Training

Season Highlights

Regular Season Undefeated in AAA District

Mid-South Classic 1st Place

Doug Hall Memorial Relays 2nd Place

Optimist Relays 1st Place

Banner Relays 1st Place

Region 2A-AA Championship 1st Place

STATE CHAMPIONSHIP 1st PLACE

All Mid-State Team Alison Brooks

Mary Price Russell

Lindsey Orcutt

Kate Terry

3200m Relay Team
Brooks
Parsons

Thompson
Terry

1st Place Discus — State Alison Brooks

1st Place Mile — State Lindsey Orcutt

MVP Doug Hall Relays Mary Price Russell

MVP Optimist Relays Alison Brooks

Optimist Track Award Mary Price Russell

Workouts. Lots of grueling workouts. Hot weather, cold weather, and
many rainy trackmeets. Close friendships. Determination. Disappointment
and victory. Tears and much laughter. The combination of these things

must have paid off because they led this year's track team to one of the

best records ever at Harpeth Hall and to the State Championship. All of

the girls knew from the beginning of the season that there was a

possibility of capturing such a title, and this was their goal throughout
the season. Harpeth Hall's track team has always had much depth in both
the field and running events, but this year they had more. The
Honeybears turned heads when they won the Optimist Relays and the

Banner Relays which were filled with AAA competitors. They followed

the advice of the quotation that they chose for their T-shirt, "I will not
follow where the path may lead, but I will go where there is no path,

and leave a trail. " This year the Harpeth Hall track team definitely left

their own unique trail.

#*

ssu

m
Front Row L to R: Kelly Lowen, Mary Price Russell, Lissa Smith, Alison Brooks, Maria

Morrissey. 2nd Row: Frances Bailey, Kathryn Ozier, Mary Southwood, Julie McDonald,
Libby Weaver, Kate Sherrard, Lisa Tanley, Mollie Mills. 3rd Row: Mrs. Russ, Sarah Ander-
son, Kate Terry, Kristin Triplett, Crispin Davis, Jennifer Farringer, Lindsay Mallard, Jennifer

Triplett, Ashley Richter, Meredith Scoville, Mary Britton Thompson, Mary Brooke Akers,

Annie Parsons, Anne Bartholomew.
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// You Build It They Will Come

Front Row L to R: Lee Ann Campbell, Leigh Wayburn, Jean Ellen Waugh, Helena Lamb,
Susan Corbett. 2nd Row: Mr. Hooper, Rosalind Teal, Missy Mckeand, Kathy Gail Estes,

Rebecca Russell. 3rd Row: Lissa Ezell, Charlotte Avant, Shay Upadhyaya, Amy Lowen, Alicia

Ford, Emily Loyd. Not Pictured: Shannon Simpson

i ,.

According to Coach Phil

Hooper, "The Varsity Softball team
made unprecedented strides this

year. " In district play the

Honeybears completed the season
"with a flourish," using their

momentum from a four-game
winning streak to finish in fourth

place in front of Battle Ground
Academy and Tullahoma. An
especially exciting moment during
the season was a come-from-
behind victory in the first game of
a doubleheader against BGA. Down
by one with two outs and runners
on second and third, Shay
Upadhyaya hit a line-drive single to

score the winning runs. Mr.
Hooper noted that "The
Honeybears went on to an easy

victory in the second game of the

doubleheader with Rebecca Russell

going the distance on the mound
in both victories." The Softball

Team is a young group with two
Freshmen and four Sophomores in

the starting line-up; hopefully they

will be able to build on this year's

successes and be increasingly

competitive next year.

Bend knees. Flatten back. Lower g
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The Ball Is in Your Court
Season Highlight*

District Team Play Runners-up

Rotary Tournament 4th

Chadwell Invitational 5th

Two Doubles Teams Bainbridge

In State Competition Crook

Carmichael
Cherry

'•-v.

Front Row L to R: Stephanie Smartt, Malena Salberg, Jennie Garth Lovvorn, Ashley

McAdams, Kassy Harris, Jody Bainbridge. 2nd Row: Mrs. Moran, Trisha Shalibo, Court-

ney Cooper, Erika Zeppernick, Shelley Carmichael. 3rd Row: Anna Ruth Brown, Ju-

lianne LaGasse, Molly Crook, Carrie Crossman, Carrie Kline, Langford Barksdale, Julia

McFerrin.

"This year was a rebuilding one
for the Tennis Team after losing

their number 1, 2, and 3 players

from last year's team and a top

player to injury early in the

season," noted Coach Pat Moran.
In a season that starts before

Spring Break and continues for a

few days after the last day of

school, the girls practiced at least

three times a week at Harpeth hall

or with private instructors which
made for a highly skilled team that

performed impressively in

competition. In the Patty Chadwell
Invitational run by Mrs. Moran, the

team finished 5th among the top 8
teams in the state, and they played
arch-rival USN to a tie in district

competition. Mrs. Moran said she
enjoyed working with the relatively

young team — number 1 and 2
players were Freshman — and
hopes that the team is "rebuilt"

and on course for next year.

'*

Crook scores again.
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Spike It and Like It

During the Middle School Volleyball

season, constant shouts of
encouragement emanated from Bullard

Gym as Coach Marie Burr led practice
for her team. Although Mrs. Burr had
not had any experience coaching or
playing volleyball since college, the
team had a great season making it to

the last round of the HVAC
Tournament. According to Mrs. Burr,

the girls began as a group of individual

players but finished as a unit. They
supported one another and always kept
a positive attitude about the whole
season. Mrs. Burr felt that the players

were "enthusiastic girls who gave over
100%."

1st Row L to R: Crissy Wieck, Elizabeth Oglesby, Katherine Wray, Kimberly Baird,

Elizabeth Jones, Susan Finch, Angela Smiley. 2nd Row: Rachel Salberg, Dana Trella,

Caroline Mullins, Comer Ireland, Elizabeth Griggs, Bess Conally, Anjali Shenai, Mrs.

Burr. Top Row: Nancy Kim, Mary Hunt Martin.

Season Highlights

Season Record 9 - 3

Tournament Play 2nd in HVAC

All Tournament Team Rachel Salberg

Katherine Wray
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Petite Fleet Feet

The Middle School Cross

Country Team was victorious in all

of their meets except for the

HVAC Tournament, in which the

girls gave their best but came up
short by a couple of points. All

team members agree that Ms.
Sebes did an extraordinary job
coaching. Even if some workouts
were difficult or the weather was
horrible, Ms. Sebes commented
that her energetic team was usually

smiling. She noted happily, "Our
season was successful and we all

enjoyed it.

"

aw
$ >

1st Row: Sterling Crabtree, Martha Drake, Bethany Workman, Ruffin Priest. 2nd Row:
Cristin Carter, Courtney Pace, Mary Lucy Yowell, Lacey Galbraith, Kristin Jones, Kristine

West, Julie Adams, Jennifer Polsten, Ms. Sebes. 3rd Row: Mary Mastrapasqua, Molly
Cummings, Jennifer Kane, Mary Morgan Blackburn, Lauren Tweel, Hayley Green, Amy
Enders, Katie Pritchett, Nicole Hood, Lauren Howerton, Elizabeth Hardcastle, Sarah

Chisolm.

<

Season Highlights

Season Record 6-1

Runner-up in HVAC

Most Valuable Runner Lacey Galbraith

Most Improved Runner Courtney Pace
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Hoopsters

1st Row L to R: Mr. Hooper, Katherine Wray, Lacey Galbraith, Amy Johnson, Maggie
Blair, Mary Creagh. 2nd Row: Kristen Jones, Comer Ireland, Sukey Tully, Carey Sawyer,
Becca Fortner, Briane Frazier, Jennifer Kain. 3rd Row: Leila Holscher, Kristine West.

Season Highlights

Overall Record 11 - 4

Record Within League 8 - 3

2nd place finish

HVAC Tournament 3rd place

All Tournament Team Becca Fortner

Katherine Wray

Back in November, during the

Middle School Basketball try-outs,

Coach Hooper got an inkling of
the enthusiasm that would
surround the team for the rest of
the season when forty Seventh and
Eighth Graders tried out for

fourteen spots. Those picked
turned out to be strong players,

starting the season with a good
performance in their first

tournament, losing in the third

round to the team that went on to

win the tournament. Despite the

fact that their coach broke his

hand in a "ruthlessly competive"
faculty basketball game, the team
finished the season strongly. Mr.
Hooper was amazed at how far the

team went, noting that "the girls

improved vastly" and that he was
certain next year would be even
more successful.
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No Bench Warmers Here

L to R: Rachel Allen, Angela Smiley, Lane Embree, Hayley Green, Amy Enders, Holly Mead-
ows, Kate Eyler-Walker, Lauren Tweel , Ann Hancock, Penny Anderson, Becky Bullock.

This year the Sixth Grade Basketball Team's
season was a total team effort in the truest

sense of the words. Though the girls started

practicing well after the rest of the league,

volunteer coach Scott O'Neal says they

improved notably with each game. The girls

played a total of thirteen games, the majority

of which were close contests and finished

their season with a win that placed them
third in the St. Paul Invitational Tournament.
Coach O'Neal, who has gained first-hand

experience coaching womens basketball at

Vanderbilt, implemented a two-platoon
system for the team, whereby every girl

played in every game for the same amount
of time. A really refreshing approach, this

system allowed each team member to gain

equal experience in how to play the game.
Coach O'Neal hopes that a strong program
on the sixth grade level will boost Harpeth
Hall's entire basketball program in the future.
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Cheers

The Harpeth Hall Middle School attempted a new procedure for selecting their basketball

cheerleaders this year. In the past girls have been selected based on a vote by the student body.
However, in order to avoid the hurt feelings that sometimes arise in this process, any girl who
wanted to could cheer. Led by Mrs. Lindy Sayers, the girls formed one Eighth Grade squad and two
Seventh Grade squads. At the begining of the season, the different squads selected the specific

games for which they wanted to cheer. Fifty girls were cheering at the start of the season, yet by the

end, only about thirty cheerleaders remained. Some suggested that, for the long run, having try-outs

might have been the better way to handle the situation, but most who participated had a whole lot

of fun.
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Kick It

The relatively young Middle School
Soccer Team started their season
enthusiastically and made the most of
their limited amount of time to form a

cohesive team. Every single member's
effort and Mr. Wert's "impressive"
coaching techniques contributed to the
team's ability to dominate on the field.

The team over powered the Davidson
County school teams, losing only to

Grassland and Brentwood Middle. Two
team members were named all

tournament players, and Chrissy Wieck,
Lacey Galbraith, and Muffin McNabb
played particularly well at center half,

right wing, and goalie, respectively. Mr.
Wert feels that building on the
experience from this year's season, the
team will be even more competitive
next year.

Season Highlights

Season Record

Tournament Record 2 - 1

Finished Third

All Tournament Players Katherine Wray
Kristine West
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Who's On First?

Front Row L to R: Leila Holscher, Lauren Melkus. 2nd Row: Sarah Chisolm, Shelley

Petrie, Molly Cummings, Becca Fortner, Comer Ireland, Rachel Salberg. 3rd Row: Leigh

Crabtree, Ashley Marks, Elizabeth Griggs, Brianne Frazier, Emily Cowan, Jessica Dean.
4th Row: Ashley Burnett, Katherine Wray, Caroline Mullins, Elizabeth Oglesby, Alex
Osias, Amy Johnson, Mrs. Duvier, April Heffel. 1 I

Numerous factors contributed to the Middle School Softball

Team's great season. Extremely strong 8th Grade leadership

coupled with vocal and enthusiastic support from the girls on
the bench made for a comfortable and enjoyable atmosphere
amongst the girls, and parents were always at the game to

support the team. One game in which support was key was a

home game against BGA. In the first inning, BGA took off and
scored six runs, but the Honeycubs were able to make a

comeback and won the game. Co-Coach Mrs. Burr said she
felt she could speak for Co-Coach Mrs. Duvier in saying that

the co-operative attitude and positive spirit of each team
member made the Softball season a lot of fun.
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Run Fast, Jump High

A lot of girls came out for the

Middle School Track Team this

year. It was for this reason that the
team had good depth in all events
— both track and field. In

competition the Honeycubs were
even able to field two relay teams
in each relay event. At meets
Brentwood Academy and Grassland
were the girls toughest opponents,
but as Mr. Wert so aptly put it,

Harpeth Hall "completely
dominated all the other teams.

"

Front Row L to R: Sukey Tully, Ellie Binkley, Ann Kathryn Dettwiller, Julie Adams, Jennifer Polston,

Beth Scoville, Nancy Kim, Mary Mastrapasqua, Lacey Galbraith. 2nd Row: Whitney Samuels, Mary
Morgan Blackburn, Tara Switter, Maggie Blair, Courtney Jones, Amy Love. 3rd Row: Mary Hunt
Martin, Cristin Carter, Colleen White, Bethany Workman, Mary Lucy Yowell, Kristine West. 4th Row:

Kristin Jones, Susan Finch, Mr. Wert, Kimberly Baird, Alyssa Martin, Mary Creagh, Elizabeth Jones,

Cary Sawyer, Heather Mitchell, Ms. Trzuskowski.

Season Highlights

HVAC Championship Meet

1st Place 800M
400m

L. Galbraith

Kristine West

1st Place 4x200m Relay

3rd Long jump Kristine West
High Jump Mary Creagh

100m Jennifer Kain

You know I could try and concentrate, but he's wearing the hat again.
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What's All The Raquet About?

Front Row L to R: Kimberly Baird, Courtney Pace, Rachel Salberg, Dana Trella, Sallie McMurray, Anjali Shenai. Back Row: Mary Hunt
Martin, Katherine Wray, Jessica Ingram, Elizabeth Oglesby, Elizabeth Adams.

Coached by Mrs. Nan Reed and
Mrs. Patty Chadwell, the Middle
School Tennis Team was virtually

undefeated in both doubles and
singles play during its season. The
girls, who Mrs. Reed said were "a

nice group to work with,"

practiced every day of the school

week except Friday. The team
members were good players and
very polite on the court, and their

second place finish in the HVAC
Tournament was well deserved.

\

I!
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Harpeth Hall

This year Harpeth Hall turned forty years of age. To
commemorate this milestone, the school invited

alumnae and faculty back for several events and
quizzed current Honeybears daily in the

announcements about historical trivia. At an assembly
in the early fall four alumnae and former faculty

member Mrs. Patty Chadwell told some amusing stories

to the student body about their past experiences at

Harpeth Hall. In the spring three alumnae representing

three different decades at Harpeth Hall came to speak
about the importance of a Harpeth Hall education in

the business world. At the close of the school year

former faculty members from the first years of the

school were given seats of honor at the graduation

ceremony. Upon reflection speaking of Harpeth Hall in

this, its fortieth year, alumnae and faculty alike recalled

their days at Harpeth Hall fondly.
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Turns Forty
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Flower Power

"If I Had a Hammer," "Friday Night at the

Fights," and "Who Me ? A Leader ?" were
just a few of the seminars that elected
student leaders and faculty attended August
17-18, at the Leadership Conference. This

year the conference was shortened. Also,

aware that students were getting tired of the

same thing every year, Mrs. Fuller decided to

change the format. The new and improved
Leadership Conference had more
brainstorming, organizational meetings, and
more individualized sessions. Some activities,

however, did not change — the infamous
lessons on public speaking and parliamentary

procedure remained intact but were given

some new and humorous twists. And in

order to positively channel the negative

energy of the elected leaders' cut-throat and
competive natures, the faculty Trivial Pursuit

challenge also remained intact. In summary,
the 1990 Leadership Conference was both
fun and effective. Students and faculty

agreed that the new year was off to a great

start.
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A Mere 120 Feet of Sub
Since summer was coming to an

end, the Student Council decided to

launch the new school year with a

party. So on August 23, students,

friends, and faculty armed with

healthy appetites and an ear for good
music descended upon Souby Lawn
for the annual Sub Sandwich Party. It

was a great afternoon. The eats were
good, and students agreed that the

party was much more enjoyable

thanks to the addition of live music
by Tall Paul.
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Bullard's Bonanza
.r==s!ZTj

Language Clubs, Science Club,

Key Club, Milestones Photography,
Logos II. On August 30, all these

clubs and many more set up
booths in Bullard Gym to publicize

their activities and attract new
members. This year was the fourth

annual Club Fair, and as usual, it

was one of the noisiest activities at

Harpeth Hall. Music from the

Godspell soundtrack, shouts of

club officers, and the voices of

students deciding which clubs

interested them reverberated from
the gym walls. S.A. V.E., SADD, and
the German Club made their

debut at Club Fair 1990, creating

about fifteen organizations which
students may join at Harpeth Hall.

Don't ask, just smile.
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5w/ng your partner round n' round.

Senior Recognition Day is a

tradition inherited from Ward
Belmont. In its origins, Seniors

were capped with beanies to make
them recognizable among the

student body. This year's Senior

Class definitely didn't disappoint in

the recognition category. This

probably had something to do with

the innovative combination of

white dresses and cowboy hats, but

who can say? As for the day's

assembly, which included three

speeches by Senior Class leaders,

the Student Body was given a

treat: Rarely can someone say that

she's seen a group of 69 women
file into an assembly as if for a

vestal ceremony and leave ready to

attend a barbeque.
Sara shows some leg as Elizabeth attempts to whistle.
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One Big Amoeba
Near the start of school when bewildered

Freshmen were trying to adjust to the trials

and tribulations of Upper School life, the

Freshmen went on a retreat to unite their

class, orient them with school rules, and cure
them of some general fears about their

upcoming years at Harpeth Hall. The
freshmen assembled at Camp Cedar Crest in

mid-September accompanied by the retreat

organizers, Mrs. Baughman, Mrs. Lentz, and
many other teachers. Although they were
plagued with many problems such as rats in

their cabins and unsavory food (not to

mention the fact that they had to learn

school rules through handbook games, and
sing the Alma Mater to four seniors until

they were blue in the face), they had a blast.

These enthusiastic freshmen put on skits,

played icebreaking games, watched movies,

and listened to seniors and juniors provide
an inside view on school life.

O.K., who took the plastic things out of

the socket.

Distraught Freshmen deserted by the Hands Across

America chain.
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Service With A Smile

Wait, make sure this earring is in the picture!

Community Day, which was organized by the Student Council

and officers of the SA VE club, brought an exciting change of pace
to the Upper School. One Student Council member explained that

Community Day was created in order to present members of the

Upper School with an opportunity to learn about numerous areas of

community service. In the morning, the girls broke up into groups
and set out to work in many areas. While some worked personally

with children, others worked with mentally and physically

handicapped adults, battered women, and the elderly. Others

helped to improve Nashville's enviroment by cleaning up filthy

nature areas. One group even spent the day cleaning shopping carts

and appliances out of a stream! After being off campus for an entire

day, Upper School members returned for a summarizing assembly

exhausted but satisfied by a hard day's work. One student said,

"Community Day really broadened my horizons and helped me
realize that I could help others with the talents I have."
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Swing Your Partner

This year for the Fall Dance the

Student Council transformed Morrison
Gym into a western barnyard
extraordinaire with 250 pumpkins and a

plethora of hay bales. There was a great

turn out, and the gym was absolutely

full of cowboys and cowgirls decked
out for the Barnyard Bash. They two-
stepped all night (o.k., they didn't

actually two-step) to the tunes of the

Day Tripperz. The well-loved band
played a wide variety of music, and the

crowd had to be dragged away from the

dance floor at the end of the night. As
she tore herself away from the dancing,

one girl quoted her favorite movie's

theme song to describe her enjoyable

evening, "I had the time of my life . .

.

I've never felt this way before. Yes, I

swear; it's the truth, and I owe it all to

the Student Council!"
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love, Peace and Happiness

Cast

Sonia Amy Asbury
Peggy Kara Emerson
Joanne Holley Phillips

Robin Mary Wallace Patrick

Gilmer Emily Casselbury

Herb Amy Hamilton
Stephen Robert Gont
Jeff Shade Murray
Lamar Cary Brothers

David Fred Toler

Angel Julia Harrison

Ensemble

Brooke Brown
Melissa Hampton
Shelley Holmer
Malena Salberg

Julie Asbury
Brooke Flanagan

Chandler Perdue

1

The Playmakers took a risk with GODSPELL,
Harpeth Hall's fall 1990 musical. GODSPELL, a

60's show in which people are called together
out of their everyday lives to teach and learn

religous and moral lessons, was a break from
the genre of shows that have been performed
in the last few years. Students from USN, MBA
and Harpeth Hall, along with two community
actors, participated in the production. The au-

diences at each of the five preformances were
probably surprised by the playground-like set,

covered in colorful graffiti, and the energetic

actors gamboling about in their eccentric "hip-

pie-clown" costumes. Tunes such as the well-

loved "Day By Day," the funky "Light of the

World," and the torchy "Turn Back, O Man"
were all backed by an excellent band, and, on
the whole, GODSPELL was an entertaining and
triumphant departure from the norm.

Last supper — and I'd just bought some new love beads. Man, what a bummer
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Sing Ho For The Life of a Bear.

During the weekend of December 14,

forty-two Middle School cast members,
with the help of several adults and
Upper School crew members,
transformed Davis Auditorium into the

Hundred Aker Wood in Pooh Forest.

With an elaborate set, animal costumes,

and animal make-up, these Middle
School students were able to bring to

life their favorite stories about Winnie-
the-Pooh, drawing large audiences for

their three performances. Along with

Jigger's enthusiasm, Pooh's confusion,

and Owl's advice, the forest activity was

enhanced by the addition of rabbits,

skunks, mice, turtles, and other

woodland critters. The play was, in the

words of the director, Jeanette Klocko,

"a truly wonderful show in the spirit of

A.A Milne."

Cast

Christopher Robin Mary Lucy Yowell

Winnie-The -Pooh Bethany Workman

Piglet Allison Patten

Eeyore Elizabeth Ligon

Owl Susan Finch

Tigger Cristin Carter

Kanga Heather Mitchell

Roo Starling Crabtree

Rabbit Amy Love

Late Mary Morgan Blackburn

Early Anne Elizabeth Mcintosh

Rabbit #1 Katie Pritchett

Rabbit #2 Courtney Pace

Rabbit #3 Christie Fontecchio

Rabbit #4 Kelli Dunaway

Voice Mrs. Lindy Sayers

And A Gamut Of Other Wonderful
Forest Animals

Obvious honey mooching situation.
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Do Re Mi Fa So La Ti Do
The ever-so-harmonious Harpeth Hall

Chorus held three concerts this year:

two at Harpeth hall and one at

Cheekwood's Trees of Christmas. For
the Fall Concert, choral members sang
songs such as "I Will Bow and Be
Simple" and "Somewhere." At
Cheekwood, the members, all clad in

black skirts, white blouses, and festive

cummerbunds, sang toe-tapping

renditions of "Sleigh Ride" and "We
Need A Little Christmas." Finally, for the

Spring Concert, believed by many to be
the best ever, Upper School Chorus
members performed a Broadway
medley, Sixth Graders brought the

house to their feet with a medley from
THE LITTLE MERMAID, and Seventh
and Eighth Graders sang a song
composed by a choral member herself.

Each of the concerts attracted

responsive audiences. One mother
commented, "Music like this is great —
really enjoyable. Ms. Batson has done a

superb job!"
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Groovy Grannies
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Whaf former Middle Schooler can

forget her first Grandmother's Tea?

Practicing those introductions, writing

the invitations, dressing in your holiday

best, and waiting out in the cold for

your grandmother finally to arrive. The
Grandmother's Tea hasn't changed
much from previous years. It's still on
the Monday before Thanksgiving. The
spiced tea, cheese straws and little

chicken salad sandwiches are still being

served, and in a few cases, some of the

same grandmothers are still coming.

This year grandmothers and
granddaughters alike were entertained

by the Sixth and Seventh Grade
Choruses who sang "My Little Cricket,"

"When You Wish Upon a Star," and the

classic favorite, "Eidleweiss." As usual,

the Grandmother's Tea was enjoyed by
both the young and the young at heart.
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Back in Black

She glows! She really glows!

"Jammin'," " hip hoppin'," and
"pumped" were all used to describe the

fifth annual Harpeth Hall Winter Dance.
The band played a variety of rather

appropriate favorites such as "Black Velvet

(if you please)" and "Paint it Black" as the

similarly clad girls frolicked about the

gallery with their dates. Although the

predominantly black attire was reminiscent

of a funeral, the atmosphere was festive.

The Mother's Auxilary and Student
Council did an excellent job with the

refreshments and decorations. The Winter
Dance was a night to remember, and as

one student commented, "It was a good
way to get out of the rain and boogey my
blues away!"
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Your Journals and Evaluations

In the weeks preceding Christmas break,

flustered Juniors and Seniors could be seen
trying to get ideas for their Off-Campus
Winterim projects, writing up proposals,

working with their supervisors to get
addresses, and running to Mrs. Fuller's office

to turn in their prescribed forms.

Nevertheless, all this frustration and
hullabaloo ended on the first day of

Winterim, when students finally walked into

their workplaces, started their independent
studies, or horded an airplane. First about
those lucky airplane passengers — 5 girls

worked as interns in war-time Washington,

D.C, another group soaked in the art,

architecture, and history of Greece and Italy,

and 6 girls went south of the border for 3

separate independent studies in Mexico,
Venezuela, and Jamaica. Several creative

writing and photography students studied

the culture of American South through
reading, classroom discussions, and finally a

trip through the backroads of Mississipi and
Louisiana. The majority of Juniors and Seniors

spent Winterim in a work-study program in

the Nashville area. Girls worked at the

District Attorney and Public Defender's

offices, architectural firms, Channel 4 and 5,

the Maternity Ward of General Hospital, The
Veteran's Administration Hospital, Teen
Clinic South, Cumberland House, and at

various schools as student-teachers. Jewelry

making, dance studies, research in disease

detection, independent studies in

photography — the list goes on and on.

Winterim offers a limitless variety of ways to

learn more about a career and pursue
interests that one would otherwise not have
time to pursue.
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Are Long Past Due
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Meanwhile, Back at the Ranch

As a wise girl looks on, a poor deluded child tries to resuscitate a dummy
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Auto Mechanics, Horror Fiction,

Money Manager, Computer
Programming, Psychology, Women in

Science, and CPR were some of the

many intriguing and unusual courses

offered during On-Campus Winterim.

To start Winterim off with a bang, the

Winterim Student Council performed a

skit portraying that perennial Bunch of

Groovy Bradies. At the end of the three

weeks some students said that Winterim
had not lived up to their expectations,

but for most it was enjoyable. Fun as

well as serious classes alike have
homework in the Winterim Program,

much to the dismay of homework
weary students. But one student noted
that "It wasn't busy work, and it did

reinforce the neat stuff I was learning.

"

School-wide sentiment is that Winterim

is a very valuable part of the Harpeth
Hall experience. The Winterim Program
is truly unique to Harpeth Hall, and
students hope that it will continue to

be a profitable experience.
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Underwater Basket Weaving at Its

Best
Interim is a week that gives the

Middle School a break after exams. The
wide variety of classes allows students to

learn some new skills and participate in

activities that are not part of the regular

curriculum. The students also have the

opportunity to work with girls from
different grades, and they don't have to

worry about homework. Some of the

classes offered this year were Cooking,

Photography, International Sampler,

How to Write a Song, Bowling, and Ice

Skating. Ten girls participated in

Kindergarten Aid and went to St.

George's to help with the three to five

year olds. The girls in Aerobics shaped
up while those in A New You learned

about make-up, hairstyles, and fashion.

The aspiring artists in Mural Painting

started on a jungle scene to liven up
the bathroom, and the Seventh Graders

practiced for George Washington's

birthday celebration. Overall Interim

made for a fun, stress-free week for all

the girls.

So you see, 12 inches does in fact make a foot.
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A Special Salute

In February, the Seventh Graders, with the

help of Ms. Duvier, Mrs. Matthews, Mrs.

Batson, and Ms. Ross, rocked the gym with

mellifluous voices singing toe-tapping

patriotic tunes, graceful limbs performing
spirited dances, and bright and cheery faces

celebrating the freedom brought to this

country by our First President George
Washington. Despite the traditional minor
mishaps such as shuffling soldiers and shy

American politicians, the Seventh Grade
pulled the celebration off marvelously

winning kudos from their peers. Fven though
the students thought it was most excellent,

one Seventh Grader admitted, "I'm glad I am
only a Seventh Grader once because I

wouldn't live through George Washington
twice!" Altogether this year's George
Washington Celebration, dedicated to the

troops in the Persian Gulf, was a triumphant
achievement in vision and sound.

Martha and George: Lacey Galbraith and Katherine Wray.
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Culture, Coca Cola and Credit Cards

This year the Eighth Grade chose to

go on a trip to Atlanta instead of the

usual class journey to Dauphin Island.

The trip took place in the week before
Spring Break. Chaperoned by Mrs.

Nash, Mrs. Burr, Mrs. Sayres, and Ms.
Trzuskowski, the trip, according to

several students, was "a lot of fun" and
"very busy." The girls and chaperones
went to plenty of exciting places in the

Atlanta area. Activities included a visit

to the Coca Cola Company, a historical

bus tour of the city, a trip to the zoo,

visits to science and art museums, a

play, and of course, the inevitable trek

to one of Atlanta's shopping meccas —
Lenox Mall. An excursion to the CNN
headquarters was also planned, and the

girls stopped at a history museum in

Chattanooga on the way home. As one
Eighth Grader who had never been to

Atlanta before said after the trip, "I

definitely want to go back."
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Wild And Woodsie

At the beginning of September, the

Seventh grade journeyed to Wesley
Woods for three fun-filled days and two
sleepless nights of pure, class-bonding

time. Accompanied by Mrs. Burr, Ms.

Girgus, Mrs. Sayers, Mrs. Lentz, and Ms.

Susie Stevens, a recent Harpeth Hall

alumnae, the class slept in cabins which

were "nice but rustic — in a dirty sort

of way. " The girls were outside

"constantly" for their three days in the

wilds of the woods repelling, rock

climbing, and hiking. According to Mrs.

Sayers the trip was quite beneficial to

those new to Harpeth Hall as well as

those familiar with the school. She
observed that "Those girls came back a

completely different class!"
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Mermaidens

(To the tune of "Part of Your World"
— a 6th Grade favorite from THE
LITTLE MERMAID. Get the tape — it

works — we promise.)

In Mid-October the Sixth Grade class

/ Spent the night at Camp Cedar Crest

/ Along with Mrs. Sayers and, what's

her name again ? — "T. " / They all

went hiking and learned to skip rocks. /
They made t-shirts with hand prints on
them. / They all had a lot of, um,
whad'ya call it, oh — Fun! / They spent

the day / Joking around. / They must
have played all day in the sun. / Young
and carefree / Wish I could be / part of

that class.
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Witness for the Prosecution

n

Front Row L to R: Ann Baughman, Lissa Smith, Mary Davie, Jane Campbell, Francis Bailey, Leigh Wayburn. Back Row: Susan Moulton,

Cynthia Price, Carrie Crossman, Heather Kirksey, Rebecca Russel, Holly Whetsell.

The Mock Trial Team along with coaches, Mrs.

Anne Russell, Mr. John Branham, and Mr. John

Bailey, performed excellently in competition this

March. They practiced up to five times a week
and also spent extensive time on outside

preparation to make their case the best it could

be. Many of the members were Seniors who had
participated in previous years; therefore, the team

exhibited a real sense of teamwork and co-

operation. The attorneys spent countless hours

writing and rewriting everything from opening

statements to objections, and the witnesses

assumed their roles with convincingly — right

down to wearing suits and moustaches. Each

member of the group made invaluable

contributions to the team, which accounts for

their very respectable fourth place finish in a field

of over twenty teams.
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No, You May Not Be Excused; Finish Your Peas.

When it came time to choose the Spring Play,

drama director Janette Fox Klocko thought long

and hard. Finally, like a revelation from above, the

clouds broke, light shone into her feverish brain,

and Mrs. Klocko could see her choice: THE
DINING ROOM. Ignoring threats, pleading, tears,

and bribe offers, Klocko announced her decision

and stuck steadfastly to it, knowing that the

participants chosen after grueling days of rigorous

auditioning would learn to love it as she did. A.R.

Gurney's play shows many scenes that might be
played out in the dining room of different

families. The play was a challenge for the 12

actors involved; each was required to play 4, 5, 6

or even 7 characters (in the case of the generally

worshipped, Adonis-like senior, Larry Brothers).

The characters ran the gamut of ages, sexual

preferences, and eccentricities. Scenes ranged
from a consultation between a psychiatrist and his

"death to dining rooms" architect, to a birthday

party for five-year olds, to a father discussing

funeral arrangements with his eldest son. Each
scene related to the dining room in its own
individual way and contributed to the

understanding that the dining room is no longer

the central focus of family life — it is a museum
piece-used only for show.

Cast

Amy Asbury

Emily Casselbury

Mary Davie

Julia Harrison

Shelley Holmer

Julia McFerrin

Holley Phillips

Natasha Taylor

Cary Brothers

Toby Parrish

John Wesley

Taylor Wray
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A Festival of the Rainforests

The theme of this year's Main Event was
"A Festival of the Rainforests," and it was a

big success with both parents and students

getting involved. The parents had an evening
of silent and live auctions and dinner at the

Nielson home, while the students also had a

silent auction and a dance. For the student's

silent auction, The Middle Tennessee
Rainforest Action Group sent a

representative to discuss pamphlets with

interested students. The many items for

students to bid on included posters, t-shirts,

an autographed picture of Vanilla Ice

(ooooh), C.D.'s, and parties sponsored by
various teachers. The bidding got hot and
heavy, but the highlight of the Main Event

for the students was the dance on Saturday

night featuring the ever-popular Day
Tripperz. Everyone danced and sang along

with the band and had a fantastic time.

According to the authorities that be, all

aspects of the Main Event were successful in

raising money for Harpeth Hall.
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Seniors Dominate

Originally this year was scheduled to

be without a student fund-raiser such as

Run For the Green, but as a result of

the ideas and planning of Anna Gray
Anderson and Shelley Carmichael, the

Powder-Puff Football Game may
become a fundraising tradition at

Harpeth Hall. The touch-football game
between the Juniors and Seniors was
held on April 27th — a sunny Sunday
afternoon. But before all the viciously

competetive football playing could
commence, it was necessary to

nominate the token male figures to

adorn the half-time field. Each class

nominated guys from MBA for the

King's Court, and the three top

nominees from each class were voted
for by dropping extra change in

designated jars. The final court included
Bill Bryan as king (crowned with a

Burger King crown, no less), Cary
Brothers as Senior representative, Roe
Flam as Junior representative, John
Ward as Sophomore representative, and
as for the Freshman, well, he just didn't

show. The game had an excellent

turnout of student supporters, and the

teachers helped cheer and referee. The
Powder-Puff game was a fun event, with

the Seniors winning in a two
touchdown victory over the Juniors.

And not to be forgotten — the game
raised about $500.00 for the school.
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Dads and Daughters Dance 'til Dawn
At 6:00 p.m. on April 10, throngs of Harpeth

Hall girls and their fathers gathered at Opryland

to board the General Jackson Showboat for the

Father-Daughter Banquet. Even though it was

slightly chilly that evening, the students mingled

on the deck of the boat as they waited for the

food and festivities to begin. Dinner delicacies

ranged from salad to Coo-Goo mousse, and each

girl and her dad chowed down as the boat glided

past the banks of the Cumberland. After dinner,

Mrs. Tania Batson, Mary Wallace Patrick, Sound
Therapy, and the Dixieland band provided musical

entertainment with songs such as "Misty", "Joy to

the World" and "Shout". All the way back to the

dock, every dad and daughter who could squeeze

onto the dance floor had a chance to dance with

complete reckless abandon — those dads can get

pretty crazy, you know.
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Dance For Dollars

When students heard that there would be no
"Concert On The Lawn" this year, they were
dissappointed. Not Charlotte Avant, however,
because she knew that this was the perfect

opportunity for her organization. Rather than

having a concert on the lawn, the organization,

Student Bridge to Africa, held a benefit featuring

"Josh and the Souldiers of Love". The concert
raised money for L'lnstitut Alfajari, a needy public

high school run by a Jesuit priesthood in Zaire.

The money raised will go to the school's food,

athletic, and reading programs. Charlotte and Mr.
Kabahita, an Ensworth French teacher and native

of Zaire, founded the organization with the

intention of connecting students in Nashville with

students in Zaire. Well attended, the event was a

successful fundraiser as well as a really fun dance.
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Harpeth Hall's

On the evening of April 20th, the Harpeth Hall

community went straight to Hell, figuratively

speaking, of course, when the Junior Class

presented Prom '91: "Paradise Lost." In the

secrecy leading up to the traditional theme —
unveiling slide show, during which "demonic"
Juniors cavorted about a paradisical greenhouse to

"Devil With a Blue Dress On, " rumors held that

the theme was to be "Grocery Store."

Fortunately, it was untrue. Said one relieved

Senior, "I had a vision of being presented in

something like the frozen foods section at H.G.
Hills." The presentation ceremony went off

without a hitch, Lean Cuisine frozen dinners, or

dry ice (but that's another story). Master of
Ceremonies Carmichael announced each
presentee with, "And now I give you ... /' and
by the benevolence of some angel possibly

lurking in the Gallery — Paradise, no one tripped

as she descended through a cave opening into the

depths of the gym — Hell. All those who stayed

to dance really enjoyed the band, The
Megaphonics. Even people who stood in line for

pictures for an hour had a good time. Basically,

though things sometimes got hellish, everyone
had a great evening.
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Very Own Hades
PROM COURT

Prom Queen Angie Emery

Senior Attendants Anna Gray Ander-
son

Diane Miller

Junior Attendants Kathy Gale Estes

Carrie Crossman
Sophomore Attendant Mary Britton

Thompson
Freshman Attendant Libby Weaver
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Hand Over That Gun!

Molly here just bought a new can of Skoal -

messin' with her.

One of the most exciting weeks of school
at Harpeth Hall is Junior-Senior week. This

year the week began with a Senior

sponsored cookout for the Juniors. Not only

did the Seniors cook up a mean hamburger
— they even let some Juniors sit inside the

Senior House! One day was set aside for the

Seniors to wear their class colors (teal and
purple) and another to wear their college

colors. The entire week built up to the

dangerous but thrilling Junior-Senior Day.

Tradition changed a little this year from a

war between little boys and little girls to a

western motif with Cowboys and Indians.

Never-the-less, Upperclassmen managed to

make it as wet, wild, and fun as ever! On a

more violent side, some Seniors found
themselves tied to trees while one Junior was
handcuffed to the Senior House. Luckily the

day and the week ended with no major
injuries, and everyone had a great time!
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Mom's Baby

Harpeth Hall is known for the variety of

activities available for its students, and the

Dance Clubs are another great extra that the

school provides. There are a total of four

Dance Clubs which include Modern and Jazz

taught by Leslie Matthews and Ballet and Tap

taught by Stephanie Hamilton. Each Dance
Club practices two hours, one day a week in

the fall and early spring. As soon as Winterim

is over and second semester begins, the

dancers start to choreograph different dances

for the spring concert. Once the concert

weekend draws near, the practices get
longer and more stressful, but the hard work
definitely showed in this year's spectacular

concert on May 3rd, 4th, and 5th. The 1991

Dance Concert included a dance by the

Ballet Club, a tap number by Ms. Hamilton
and Rick Seay, as well as a piece by the Tap

Club. "Freedom" was danced by the nine

Seniors in the Modern Club, and "Sound"
consisted of the entire Modern Club. There

was also a piece called "Etude in Blue" which
was a mixture of tap, ballet, and
modern/jazz, and two jazz pieces: "Feel the

Rhythm" and "Aretha". The end of the 1991

Dance Club year was a sad one for everyone
with the ten Seniors leaving, but the year

went well and was concluded at the Dance
Club Banquet at Laurin Howell's house.
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Sweet Victory

On a fine Spring evening, Middle
School athletes, coaches and parents

gathered as they do annually to honor
their teammates, team members and
daughters for their participation in the

Harpeth Hall sports program. Harpeth
Hall Athletic Director, Mrs. Susan Russ,

conducted the event. Each coach spoke
briefly about their team's season and
distributed awards, after which 7th

Grader Comer Ireland spoke about what
sports in the Middle School has meant
to her personally, and 8th Grader Lacey

Galbraith gave a speech thanking the

coaches for their efforts.

Cross Country — Most Valuable Lacey Galbraith
Most Improved Courtney Pace

Volleyball — Most Valuable Katherine Wray
Most Improved Dana Trella

Soccer — Most Valuable Krissy Wieck
Most Improved Muffin McNab

Basketball — Most Valuable

Most Improved

6th Grade Basketball — Most Valuable Amy Enders
Most Improved Lauren

Twell

Katherine Wray
Maggie Blair

— Most Valuable

Most Improved

— Most Valuable

Most Improved

— Most Valuable

Most Improved

Most Athletic - 8th Grade
7th Grade
6th Grade

Katherine Wray
Sally McMurry

Kristine West
Lacey Galbraith

Becca Fortner

Emily Cowan

Katherine Wray
Rachel Salberg

Amy Enders

Patty Chadwell Award
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Could I Have A Hanky Please?

The evening of the Upper School
Athletic Banquet was full of laughter

and, for Seniors, an equal helping of

tears. The banquet, conducted annually

by Mrs. Susan Russ, Director of

Athletics, honors every girl who
participates on a Harpeth Hall athletic

team and pays tribute to a certain few
who have proved themselves

outstanding. Certificates went to 1st

year team members, jackets to 2nd,

blankets to 3rd, and bags to 4th. Mr.

Wood also received a special blanket

for his avid support of the School's

teams. Coaches spoke about their

seasons, and in closing all Seniors who
wished to do so could say thank-you's

and recall fond memories — kleenexes

were in a handy spot on the podium.

Ms. T. and Lissa press the flesh.

Lindsey

Orcutt
Most Improved Kate Terry

Soccer — Best Defensive Player Heather
Hodde

Best Offensive Player

Most Valuable

Most Improved
Track

Megan Daniell

Alison Brooks
Mary Brook Akers

Most Valuable Running Alison

Brooks
Mary Price Russell

Mollie Mills

Kelly Lovven

Kate Terry

Most Valuable Field

Most Improved Running
Most Improved Field

Competitors Award
Swimming — Most Valuable Anjali Upadhyaya
Coach's Award Shay Upadhyaya
Riflery — Best New Shooter Tricia Bryan
Top Gun Becky Burke
Most Improved Kati Asbury
Softball — Most Valuable Rebecca Russell

Most Improved Jean Ellen Waugh
Emmons Woolwine Award Shelley Holman
Harpeth Hall Outstanding Athletes Alison

Brooks
Mary Price Russell

^
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/ Could Not Be Sure Of Spring,

There's just something poignant about 267 girls in

plaid kilts lounging in the early morning sun on
blankets with their friends. This was the scene at 8:30

on Thursday, May 17, as students, teachers, and parents

spread out on Souby Lawn for Awards Day. Student
Council President Lillian Roe led the event along with

Mr. Wood and Mrs. Baughman. The day began with

the club song competition (evaluated by a celebrity

panel of judges), after which the various awards and
honors were presented. Since it was a muggy morning,

the popsicle break provided by the Student Council

was a welcome event. Following the break the

yearbook theme and dedication were announced and
the rest of the awards were presented. The day was a

bittersweet one for the Seniors who sat front-and-

center at the bottom of the lawn and gave standing

ovations to all their classmates who received awards.

Lillian Roe closed Awards Day with a beautiful poem
"Bits and Pieces.

"
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Save That It Sings In Me.
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Awards

Idanelle McMurry Award
Headmaster's Award

Director's Award

D.A.R. Award
Elizabeth Pope Evans Award

Cum Laude Society Award
Senior Spirit Award
Junior Spirit Award
Sophomore Spirit Award
Freshman Spirit Award
Key Club Award
English Award
Susan S. Souby Award
Martha Gregory Reading Award
Poet Laureate Award
American History Award
Pickens Science Award
Math Award
Lucie Fountain French Award
Spanish Award
Espiritu Espanol Award
Outstanding Chorus Member
Best Actresses — Musical

Best Actresses — Drama

Best Tech
Spirit of Dance Award
Honor Dancer Award
Art II Award
Marnie Sheridan Award
Cindy Crist Art Purchase Award
Wellesley Book Award
Sewanee Book Award
Yale Book Award
Harvard Book Award
University of Pennsylvania Book Award
Jefferson Book Award
Randolph Macon Women's College Book Award
Club Song Winner Tie

Alison Brooks
Kathy Falk

Lillian Roe
Anna Gray Anderson

Mary Price Russell

Angie Emery
Melissa Bledsoe

Alison Brooks
Kathy Falk

Emily Haynes
Lainie Petrie

Allyson Bourke
Lissa Smith

Amanda Haslam
Anne Bartholomew

Lissa Ezell

Lissa Smith
Emily Haynes

Kelly Ann Inman
Sally Westlake

Katherine Kuhn
Melissa Bledsoe

Emily Haynes
Emily Haynes
Laura Stevens

Elena Langfitt

Meredith Palmer

Nikki Polk

Amy Asbury
Holley Philips

Mary Davie

Julia Harrison

Jill Kasselburg

Kristen Kneeland
Laurin Howell

Stephanie Cook
Kathy Falk

Becky Burke
Charlotte Avant

Kim Wang
Karissa Schecter

Betty Caplinger

Carrie Crossman
Nancy Wright

Emily Compton
Triad & Ariston
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College Choices

Anna Gray Anderson
Sherrelyn Anderson

Amy Asbury
Kati Asbury

Jody Bainbridge

Anne Baughman

Holly Binkley

Melissa Bledsoe

Allyson Bourke
Elizabeth Branham

Alison Brooks
Becky Burke

Jane Campbell
Lee Ann Campbell

Courtenay Chilton

Marychar Creson

Molly Crook
Megan Daniell

Mary Davie
Missy Derryberry

Dawn Downey
Donna Driver

Davidson College

University of Redlands

Rhodes College

Wittenberg University

University of Mississippi

Loyola University - New Orleans

Angie Emery
Mary Carmen Englert

Kathy Falk

Meredith Fidler

Leigh Fitts

Janet Gardner

Caney Gunn
Emily Haynes

Alva Herbert
Shelley Holman

Laurin Howell
Kelly Ann Inman

Mary Catherine James

Miami University of Ohio
Duke University

Depauw University

Miami University of Ohio

University of North Carolina

University of Colorado

University of Colorado
Auburn University

University of South Carolina

Tulane University

Miami University of Ohio
Randolph-Macon College

University of Colorado
Denison University

University of Florida

Birmingham-Southern College

Bryn Mawr College

Baylor University

Wesleyan University

University of Georgia

University of Virginia

Vanderbilt University

University of North Carolina

Stanford University

University of Tennessee
Centre College

Rhodes College
College of Charleston

University of Mississippi

Sara Johnson
Susan Joyner

Kristen Kneeland
Elizabeth Kraft

Katherine Kuhn
Helena Lamb

Elena Langfitt

Kelly Lowen

Emily McAlexander
Molly Meyer

Diane Miller

Maria Morrissey

Susan Moulton
Mary Nichols

Meredith Perdue
Catherine Perry

Lainie Petrie

Nikki Polk

Vicki Preston

Cynthia Price

Mamie Reasor
Lillian Roe

Mary Price Russell

Tara Scarlett

Lissa Smith
Christy Stallings

Laura Stevens

Holly Tackett

Anjali Upadhyaya
Maury Ward

Kim Warren
Meredith Weigel

Sally Westlake
Jodi Wilt

Tulane University

University of Tennessee

University of South Carolina

University of Colorado

Miami University of Ohio
University of Mississippi

University of Tennessee
University of Texas

University of Mississippi

University of Georgia

South Methodist University

University of Virginia

Middlebury College

Vanderbilt University

College of Charleston

University of Tennessee

Duke University

Vanderbilt University

University of Tennessee
Miami University of Ohio

Hollins College

Davidson College

University of North Carolina

Ohio Wesleyan University

Trinity College

Savannah College of Art & Design

Baylor University

Wake Forest University

Rice University

Hollins College

University of San Diego
Stetson University

Montana State University

Connecticut College
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Among Friends

LI

The Seniors and faculty greatly

enjoyed the Senior Banquet this year

held at Lissa Smith's house. The night

began with a woonderful dinner catered

by Clayton and Blackmon. Then all of

the Seniors began chanting "Axl, Axl"
and finally persuaded Dr. Echerd to

demonstrate his talented dancing skills

by performing his infamous Axl Rose
dance. Following this episode, the

Seniors were entertained by prophecies
written by various classmates. These

caused laughter, rolling eyes, and the

reddening of many cheeks (even of

those who were not the victims). Then
the Senior Book was distributed, and
students poured over its pages. The
Senior Banquet was an opportune time

for Seniors and faculty to share the last

moments that they all would be
together.
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Just Where Are Those Steps?
On Sunday, May 26, juniors and

Seniors gathered on Souby Lawn to

honor the Lady of the Hall and her
attendants and to take part in the

annual Step Singing ceremony. As they

processed onto the the lawn, magnolia
blossoms in hand, Lady of the Hall,

Emily Haynes, and her attendants were
presented to the audience by heralds

from the Seventh and Eighth Grade.

Following the presentation which was
accompanied by piano, flute and violin,

Emily was crowned with a wreath of

flowers by Senior Maid, Alison Brooks.

Officers of the Junior Class then laid the

Daisy Chain Tribute to the Class of

1991. ''Hoping The Best" was performed
by the Seniors, after which Senior Class

President, Becky Burke, presented the

Senior Gifts for the school of two
thousand dollars to the Scholarship

Fund, a new air conditioning unit for

the Senior House, and a bench swing to

Mr. Wood and transfered the Senior

books to Senior Class President 1992,

Kathy Gale Estes, who administered the

Senior Oath to the Juniors. The Juniors

and Seniors ended their portion of the

ceremony by singing "Time Wasted On
The Way" and "Love Theme" from St.

Elmo's Fire. Paula Hughley, Class of

1966, next gave a humorous and
thought-provoking speech entitled "The
Things I Wish I Had Known"
encouraging Seniors to take advantage

of the knowledge they have acquired as

they move onto a new stage in their

life.

Following the Lady of the Hall and Step Singing ceremonies students, parents, and
ormer and present members of the Board of Trustees conducted a surprise tribute to

Ar. Wood. The tribute was comprised of songs, skits, and a speech relating the

lighlights of Mr. Wood's tenure at Harpeth Hall. Mr. Wood was presented with many
wartfelt gifts including a scrapbook of memories compiled by students. A baby grand
uano was also presented to the school in his honor. It was evident from the standing

wations he received that Mr. Wood will be greatly missed.
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Katie Wray Award Alison Brooks
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Lady of the Hall Emily Haynes
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Eighth Graders Are

.
Forty-six Eighth Graders officially left the world ofgrade

school behind when they received their certificates of

graduation from the Middle School on May 24th. The
graduation ceremony began with an invocation delivered

by Jennifer Kain, President of the Eighth Grade Class of

1992. Following the Seventh Grade Chorus' performance
of "The Wind Beneath My Wings/' Mr. Wood addressed
the girls — his second time to receive the honor, having

made the address at Honor Day ten years prior. Mrs.

Sayers, who conducted the ceremony, spoke very highly

of the Eighth Grade Class as a whole as she presented the

many individual awards. She remarked that this year for

the Eighth Grade was marked by genuine enthusiasm,

initiative, and compassion for others. Mr. Wood present-

ed each member of the Eighth Grade Class with her certif-

icate and, in closing, accompanied the girls on the piano
as they sang the Alma Mater.
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On Their Way

Awards

100% Attendance Martha Drake
Algebra I Award Mary Hunt Martin
Latin Award Katherine Wray
Civitan Citizenship

Award Courtney Pace
Daugh W. Smith

English Award Beth Waltemath
Citizenship Cup Angkor
Sports Trophy
Class Spirit

Award — 6th Amy Enders

7th Katie Pritchett

8th Kristin Jones
Polly Fessy Award Caroline Mullins
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For Every Joy That Passes

When Seniors woke up Monday morning,

May 27, and looked out their windows, they

were less than thrilled. It was raining. But,

despite a predicted 80% chance for rain

throughout the afternoon, the sky started to

clear, the sun came out, and the final decision

to have Graduation on the lawn was made by
Mr. Wood. At six o'clock the graduating class

of 69 young women lined up, roses in hand,

and nervously awaited the beginning of the

ceremony. Senior Class Chaplain, Megan
Daniell, delivered the invocation following

which the Chorus sang "Alleluia Round," "Time
Is My Friend," and "Irish Farewell." Alison

Brooks, selected by the Seniors as speaker,

delivered an inspiring speech likening the

graduate's high school experience to a journey

by train. The years had flown by she remarked,
and now the train was pulling into the station

and the graduates would have to disembark and
board a new train. Mrs. Baughman recognized
Emily Haynes as Lady of the Hall and the

recipient of the Third Honors Award. Kathy
Falk was the recipient of the Second Honors
Award and Alison Brooks received the Katie

Wray A ward for the highest four year grade
point average of the graduating class. As each
Senior came forward, Mr. Rick Oliver, President

of the Board of Trustees, and Mr. Wood
presented her with her diploma. After several

quick glances to make sure their diplomas were
signed, the Class of 1991 sang their class song,

"Love Theme" from St. Elmo's Fire. Mr. Wood
then gave closing remarks noting that this

year's Senior Class was and will continue to be
a well-respected group of outstanding
individuals. Following the final singing of the

Alma Mater, students mingled on the rain

muddied hill and said goodbyes to friends and
faculty. Graduation was an impressive ceremony
and fitting finale of the Senior Classes' high
school career.
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Your love of learning, compassion, and wit will take you far.

CONGRATULATIONS 11

Love,

Mom and Dad

206 Emery



Lillian . . .

It seems like only

yesterday!

Love and Congratulations

Mom, Dad, John, & Alan

M. P.

Thanks for the

"PRICE" — LESS memories!

We Love You,

Mom and Dad

Emmett and Paul

Roe/Russell 207



... a kiss for luck

and you're on your way!

We love you always!

Mom, Dad, Leonard,

& Loch Marie

208 Warren



MARY CARMEN

your sweet, loving spirit —

God has greatly blessed us

through your precious life

— your first dance — all that

energy and joy

®

I ; J * m

— your creative flair, diligence,

and hard work

You have become a beautiful

woman and we are proud of you.

Mommy, Joe, Bill, Daddy

Englert 209
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Laurin Howell

Congratulations

Love,

Mom, Dad,

Judith & Kirk

210 Howell



EMILY

Our sugar and spice

and everything nice!

Congratulations

and

Much Love,

Mom, Dad, and Carrie

McAlexander 211



Kathy

sensitive and caring, persistant yet patient, talented, loyal to
the end ...

though small of
frame, you stand

tall in any
situation . . .

God truly gifted

us when He
gave us you . .

.

our joy and our sunshine . . .

Mom, Bob, Jay, Tommy, and Eric

212 Falk



Em

Most of all,

We wish you love!

Haynes 213
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Congratulations

Allyson

We're all so proud of you!

Mom & Dad

Kelly & Leslie

214 Bourke
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making parenting a

fantastic experience and

an absolute joy!

Continue to reach for your goals and dreams as you

always have and may God always be with you and keep

you safe.

Mom

Tackett 215



Congratulations to Alison!

She's feisty

She's funny

She's a sports lover

She's a competitor

She's a ham

She's a terrific sister

She's our one-of-a-kind wonderful

ALI-BOO !

We love you!

Mom, Terry, Dad, Nancy, and Sarah

216 Brooks



Congratulations Holly!

Keep on Growing

We Love You,

Amy, Peggy, and Dad

Tackett 217
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Anna Gray

May God continue

to "raise you up on eagle's

wings ... ."

We love you!

Mom, Dad, Sarah & Walter

Looks like you made it!

There is a tide in the affairs of men which taken at the flood leads onto fortune;
Omitted, all the voyage of their life is bound in shallows and in miseries on such a fall at

sea are we now afloat, and we must take the current when it serves or lose our ventures.

W. S.

Anderson/Smith 219



Congratulations Anjali!

We are proud of you.

Lovingly,

Dad, Mom, Shay

Vijay and Lola Verns

220 Upadhyaya
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YOU'VE STILL GOT IT, BOO!!

Some things never change . . . thank goodness!

Congra tula tions,

We love you

We're all so proud.

Mom, Dad, Lisa, Joe

Christopher, Mary

Denise, Nell, Judson

Congratulations to you

Molly

and your classmates for a job well done.

Mom, Dad, and Will

222 Branham/Meyer
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Holly —

'Our Pretty

Princess"

We are so proud ofyou in

every way and love you
more than words can say!

Much love,

Mom, Dad,

Jay and Ellie

224 Binkley
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CANEY
"Congra tulations!

Today is your day.

You're off to Great Places!

You're off and away!

You have brains in your head.

You have feet in your shoes.

You can steer yourself

any direction you choose . .

.

And will you succeed?
Yes! You will, indeed!

(98 and 3/4 percent guaranteed.)"

— OH, THE PLACES YOU'LL GO!

BEST WISHES

AND

MUCH LOVE,

Mom, Dad,

James and John

Gunn 225



Congratulations

Courtenay!

A lifetime of love,

happiness, and success

is surely yours if

you allow your winning

smile, loving spirit,

and innate capacity

to care prevail!

We Love You!

Mom, Dad, Rob,

Sassy and Miss Kitty

226 Chilton



Leigh,

Do not follow where the path may lead.

Go instead, where there is no path and leave a trail.

We love you,

Mom, Dad and Sam

Fitts 227



Congratulations Jodi!

228 Wilt



Maury —

Congratulations to a wonderful sister!

Will

Ann —

For you, life will be a piece of cake. Dive in.

Love & Congratulations! Mom and Dad

We Lout You/

Ward/Baughman/Bledsoe 229



Lee Ann,

You're on your way!

We love you and we're so proud of you!

Mom and Leslie

230 Campbell



Congratulations!

We love you!

Mom, Dad, Hunt, Amy & Charlie

Nichols 231



Congratulations Susan!

232 Moulton
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Junior

Kindergarten
in Chicago . . .

12th

Grade
in

Nashville

You've come a long way!

We're proud of you, and we love you very much.
Mom, Dad & Chris

Maury —

You are everything we could have wished to have — as beautiful inside as

outside.

Mama, Will, and Dad

234 Kuhn/Ward



Cynthia

Dive in!

We love you,
Mom, Dad, and Sterling

Price/Campbell 235



To Helena

Congratulations!

Thanks for the sunshine you always bring wherever you go!

We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we
give.

Norman MacEwan

Love,

Mom and Dad
John and Betsy

236 Lamb
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Libba

You are a special girl. Your wit and personality continually make us very proud. We
know you will be successful in any endeavor. We love you.

Mom, Dad, and Rachel

CONGRATULATIONS

MISS FLORITEXATENN

We love you, Mom and Dad

238 Kraft/Preston



Congratulations

Mary Catherine

Congratulations

Sara!

We are so proud of you!

We love you!
Mom ano Dad

James/Johnson 239



There are no guarantees as to

how long any of us will live,

but we may know that we
would rather make our days
count than merely count out
our days. You should live each
one of them as close to the
core of life as possible, exper-
iencing as much of God, fam-
ily, and friends as you are ca-

pable.

Love,

Mom and Dad

Megan

Congratulations!

You made it.

We're proud of you.

Love,

Mom and Dad

-;;m
240 Polk/Daniell



wisdom, love and joy!

Congratulations!

We love you!

Mom, Dad and Jim

\
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Congratulations Amy
We Love You!

Congratulations Sally

We love you!

Mom, Dad, Nigel, and Simon

-

!

;
KoaVe grown

: '^»V* a long way

jr%**- * * 1! "TREES" —
^WH We're so

proud of you —
Love,

-
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Mom & Sir
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Kate

Should you see someone
without a smile lend him one of

yours.

Congratulations
Meredith!

Congratulations Tara

v $0* *.. -

We love you
Mom, Dad & Andrew

Asbury/Perdue/Scarlett 245



Jeanne's Fantasia
and

Skipworth Portraiture
Congratulate

the

Class of 1991

0k
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New Jiue on Campus

Slnw Sebes
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Sid Trees St Plants

Classic English Garden Furniture

Fine Oil Buntings

2205 Bandywood Drive 10-5:30

S NasftviHe, Ttnnessee 37215 Motu-Sat

Mary Hawkins

615-292-1501 f

Memories are priceless

TIM JONESPHOTOGRAPHERINC

I

2205 ^adipoo^m ^askie.^GMGSsee 37215 297-1523
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Al Hampton

Maintenance • Lease/Purchas
wr Specialist in Cellular Phone

=UNITED STATES

MOBILE TELEPHONE NETWORK

(615)297-5747

Flowers • Trees • Plants

Accessories

4004 Hillsboro Road

Green Hills Court

Nashville. TN 37215

• Design Service

• Residential & Commercial
• Estimates And Installation

m
GREEN HILLS SEAMSTRESS SHOP
• Men's • Satisfaction Guaranteed
• Women's • Most Alterations Done Same Day

Mon.-Sat. 9:00-6:00

4012 Hillsboro Rd.

Morehead Center

385-3468

Green Hills Court
4004 Hillsboro Road
Nashville, TN 37215

383-1450

Helen's
*«$4

VV* (615)297-2604

Suite 2C2 • Bell© Meade Plaza • Nashville. TN 37205

p&o
HOME CENTER, INCORPORATED
HARDWARE • HOUSEWARES • PAINTS • GIFTS

4053 Hillsboro Rd.

Nashville 3721)

292-6681

223 Franklin Rd.

Brentwood 37027

337-3670

iSrtk UJUate iFloriBt
Paddock Place-Suite 127

73 White Bridge Rd.

Nashville, TN 37205

Gloria H. Brinton Margaret S. Sidwell

Phone:356-7224 356-7553
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Michael Corzine & Co.
Richters Jewelers

Grace's Plaza

Nashville, TN 37215
615-385-0140

MOnnamonfmCorner
Ove+\ fyxeiK 6ak£c(. qoooU-

4121 Hillsboro Road • Suite 103

Nashville, TN 37215

615/269-3399

Open 7:00 A.M. Till 9:00 P.M.

The

Lamp §tot&
fabulous selection

of lamps
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the.

garden
for flowers and. . .

w 615-352-0094

68 White Bridge Rd. • Nashville, Tennessee 37205

Compliments

of

Philippe Roget

in the

Mall at Green Hills

.- CASUAL

fw ^ - COTTON

Y| CLOTHING

CHICO'S
Grace's Plaza

4009 Hillsboro Rd.

Nashville, TN 37215

(615) 292-0902

Jack Bradshaw, Jr.
Pharmacist

Bradshaw Drugs
4041 Hillsboro Rd.

Nashville. TN 37215

Phone (615) 385-2828

fuerett Holzapfel
CLOTHIERS TO GENTLEMEN

BELLE MEADE PLAZA THE MALL AT GREEN HILLS

NASHVILLE

Sondra G. Lee

4239 Harding Rd.

Stanford Square

Nashville, TN 37205

((615) 297-0342

>p£)rawer

Duck River
Outfitters

2137 Green Hills Village Dr.

Nashville, TN 37215
383-6048

Ml IftTCBV
TheCountnfcBesilbgwt®
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The 1990 Soccer Team would
like to thank Ann and Cynthia

for their loyal support

Subliminal Message — you don't know you're reading this.
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FINE LINENS & DOWN

73 White Bridge Road #104
Nashville, TN 37205

615-352-4041
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JAMIE R. CARTER
President

2817 WEST END AVENUE
NASHVILLE. TN 37203

615-327-1844

TINA TRINKLER
Manager

SjkU'
DANCEWEAR - ACTiVEWEAR

QAlt^Lc&AtL't

2404 West End Avenue
Nashville, TN 37203

615-327-2404

215 Fifth Ave North
Nashville, TN 37219

Congratulations Middle School Athletes!
Winners of the H.V.A.C. Girls All Sports Trophy
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We Made It!

The Editors Would Like To Give A Special Thanks To:

Our Sponsor Ms. Scottie Girgus

Our Computer Consultant Ms. Kathy Wieczera

Mrs. Lindy Sayers

Mrs. Sally Mabry

All The Helpful People at Jostens, Especially Mrs. Kelly Jackson

Mr. Togue Uchida

Mr. Fred Tindell

And Everyone Who Contributed Photos

We Hope That Everybody Enjoys

This Year's MILESTONES.
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